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Authors preface.

A monograph, devoted to one particular mode-shade,

would appear somewhat risky, had not proceeding

events in so distinct a manner paved the way, as with

"khaki".

The Transvaal war and the disturbances in China,,

crowded together into a short space of time, unexpectedly

and suddenly called upon the dyer for a shade, whereof

the correct manner of production had yet to be studied

and essayed.

In this experimental stage, the right key could not al-

ways be struck at once ; much inferior work was also

turned out, to secure enhanced profits.

War and hurry being over, the time has arrived for

sifting and discrimination.

Recent campaigns have tought the necessity of adap-

ting the color of army clothing to that of the soil ; on

that account, "khaki", in its various modifications, may well lie

credited with having before it a prolonged existence.

Hence this pamphlet, the purpose whereof is, to

record sound facts and to remove error.s and secrecy.

This aim could not be achieved satisfactorily, without

paying due attention, besides to true metallic-oxide-khaki,

to the various imitations, produced with artificial dyestuffs,

the so-called "sulphur- colors" in particular. If such

dyeings do not attain the solidity to light and exposure,
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which distinguishes metallic oxide colorings, they have, on

the other hand, so many practical advantages, that, from

a general point of view, one may well say : "For clothing

— artitioial ilyes ; for tents — inet^illic oxides."

To the various colorworks. that have in this direction

assisted me with patterns and recipes, T herewith beg to

offer my warmest thanks.

Experts may perhaps, at the first glance, he inclined

to see in this publication but a promiscuous compilation.

Tt was, in fact, no easy matter, to connect, in ain-thing

like logical manner, the various methods and patents

;

if it be conceeded that this task has been solved to some

extent at least, such a verdict will give ample satisfaction to

Ohligs, autumn 1902.

The Author.



Translators preface.

The trauslatoi*, whilst be sees no reason to conceal

his identity, would not arrogate to himself a tittle of the

credit, due to the author for, what no doubt will he

judged, a painstaking and laborious piece of work.

Nor would he, on the other hand, be deemed on

everj' point in accord with the opinions of the author or

the indirect utterances of others, expressed in these pages.

Declining all criticism, he has merely restricted

himself to his nominal duties, and siich omissions,

curtailments and alterations, as he has ventured upon,

were made merely, in order to removo, what to the

English reader might appear tedious, supei-Huous or per-

plexing.

The authors preface, which must apply to tlie

translation with almost equal force as to the original,

fully explains the cause and purpose of this pul)lication.

Perhaps it may be said with some show of

reason, that, to import information on khaki-d3feing,

into England, is "carrying coals to Newcastle". The

larger opportunities, which prevailed in this country

lor gaining experience in that particular line, may

have revealed facts, still little familiar or even

unknown to the continental dyer. If that l)e so, this

supeiior knowledge is restricted to few and has not

yet found utterance, and whilst some may think they
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could, if thtn- would, have written a more up-to-date

account of khaki-dyeing, a i^reat many more will un-

doubtedly he glad of the inforniation, conveyed to them in

these pnges.

That khaki goods are at the present moment, and

have been for some time, a drug in the market, is known

to everjOiody, nor is there much probability of the article

ever again coming into "fashion". In compensation,

tliere is the certainty of a steady and running demand lor

army-purposes. Competition for these orders will, no

doubt, become keener every year, whilst deliveries will

have to stand a more severe scrutiny. It consequently

behoves every dyer or manufacturer, wishing to secure

a share of this business, to make himself thoroughly

familiar with the subject of khaki-d^^eing in all its

aspects, and he must indeed have already reached a high

standard of excellence if, alter a patient and careful

jierusal of these pages, he has not added something to

his knowledge, or has not been inspired with some idea

towards further jirogress.

—

Jnne \WA.
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Introduction.

The word „ Khaki", souietimes spelled „Khakee",

„Kliake" or „Kaki", is currently used to describe certain

shades of drab, varying from grey to olive, and from

olive to brown.

As to the origin and meaning of this word, by

general consent it comes from India, and signifies „ earth

colored".

Whilst garments of this modest and serviceable hue

were no doubt worn extensively in remote ages, the late

revival is entirely due to the manner, in which this shade

meets the requirements of modern warfare and tactics.

The ever increasing range and accuracy of firearms render

it desirable, that the combatants should, by adapting

themselves to the surroundings, offer the worst possible

target to the ennemy, and though the results of experiments,

made of late in various countries, for detennining the

exact color, most suitable in that respect, may not

entirely agree, there seems to be no doubt, that such

tints, as are covered by the term ^khaki", are all-round

well adapted to the purpose. It may accordingly be

assumed, that for army-clothing „khaki" will remain in

permanent and growing demand, though there may be a

Theis, Khaki shades on textile fabrics. V I



slight dejiarture from the particular tint, so much in

t'viileuce during the late China and Transvaal wars.

The true khaki of recent times, meaning, in a strictly

technical sense, a coloration produced, by compounding on

the fibre certain metallic oxides, thougli incomparably fast

to exposure, is nevertheless by no means perfect,

as regards invisibility. An ideal color in that sense is

the much darker shade, presented by the plumage of the

common sky-lark (alauda arveusis), such as is rei)roduced

in our pattern No. '2Q page 77, supplied by the ,,Farben-

fabriken", Elberfeld. The same firm have kindly illus-

trated in pattern No. 27 page 78 on cotten-cloth a

shade called „fieldgrey" (Feldgrau), which has found favour

with the German army authorities, whilst pattern No. 62

page 12'), due to the kindness of Messrs Leopold

Cassella & Co. shows the same shade on wool. Another

pattern No. r)4 page 121, also due to favour of

the ,,Farbenfabriken'', i)resents on woollen cloth an olive-

grey, which is about to replace the former khaki in the

Amovican army. As regards fastness to exposure, it may

however, be summarily said, that none of those later shades

can compare with the original metallic-oxide khaki.

Some of the methods employed for ,,khaki dyeing",

even in recoit times, were exceedingly crude and primitive.

If we read, that at the outbreak of the last war in

Afghanistan Knglish troops stained their white unilorms

in a lialli of cowdung. sudden emergency may he pleaded
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in extenuation. It is certainly more sixrpising, that the

German navy-administration should, in fitting out the

recent expedition to China, have consumed considerable

quantities of such a preparation, as that invented by

Milch of Wilhelmshaven, which consisted of nothing more

nor less than a decoction of roasted chicory and chloro-

phyll (vegetable green). This liquid preparation was supplied

in tins, and white, tropical garments could readily be stained

by dipping and airdrying, with that peculiar advantage,

of being again easily stripped on repeated soaping. A decoction

of roasted coffee and green leafs was to serve as a substitute

in ease of need.

The use of chicory as a dye had in any case been

anticipated, an English patent No. 13214 having already

been granted in 1SS5 to Gaillot-Lake for an invention

described as follows

:

— „This invention relates to the dyeing of silk, wool

and other substances, and comprises an improved process,

which consists essentially in the employment of a bath,

composed of chicory root, browned in an oven and poun-

ded; the proportions used are about one glass of the

chicory powder to each litre of water. The water is first

boiled and then chicory is added thereto, and the whole

is boiled for about six minutes, and is then put into the

bath. When this operation has been effected, the ijath is

again brought to the boiling point, and the objects to be

dyed are plunged therein and are constantly turned.

The said objects gradually receive the colour. It

requires two or three minutes for straw-colour, and the
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longer the duration of the immersion, the darker will be

the colour obtained. A dark chestnut-brown can, if de-

sired, be thus obtained.

The objects, when taken out of the bath, are imme-

diately steeped in a bath of fresh water, and are then

again dried; great brilliancy is thus imparted to silks and

woollen goods.

Instead of chicory root, packets of chicory, such as

are used in commerce, may be employed.

This dyeing has been tested and does not change,

it is applicable to silk, wool, cotton, to any textile fabric,

to felt, straw and other materials." —



As already stated, the word ,,khaki" in a general

sense describes a certain shade, or rather a range of shades.

Technically hower, and in the original English meaning,

it is synonymous with one particular coloring on cotton,

distinguished by a degree of fastness, hitherto unattainable

by any natural or artificial true dyestuff, and whereto for

wearing qualities even the modern sulphurcolors must yield

precedence.

This, the true and original ,,khaki", which shall be

discussed first and foremost, consists of a mixture merely

of the oxides of heavy metals, those of chromium and iron

in particular.

Fixation of these oxides upon the fibre offers in itself

nothing essentially new ; nevertheless it has, in England

mainly, become the subject-matter of quite a special littera-

tiu-e, patent-litterature in particular.

In the present pages the whole of this mat^al shall be

reviewed in the light of personal experience and with the

help of dyed patterns, produced in actual practice.

For the convenience of the reader a few tables,

comparing the various hydi-ometer and thermometer scales

and showing the specific gravity and concentration of the

principal solutions employed, shall be inserted in the first

instance.
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Table I.

Comparative Ilj'droin et or Sc-alc.

Specific Gravity, ilcgrees Beamne & Twaildk- at r_\.J"C.

Sp. Gr.



Table II.

Comparative Hydrometer Scale.

Degrees Twaddle and Beaume, and Specific Gravity, at 1 2,5" C.

Twaddle
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Twaddle

33 deg.

34 „

35 „

36 „

37 „

38 „

39 „

40 „

41 „

42 „

43 „

4t „

45 „

46 „

47 „

Beaamd

20-3 deg.

20-9 „

21-4 „

220 „

22-5
,,

230 „

23-5
,,

24-0 „

24-5 „
25-0 „

25-5 „

260 „

26-4 „

26-9
,.

27-4 „

Sp. Gr.

165

170

175

180

185

190

195

200

205

210

215

220

225

230

235

Twaddle

81 do

82

83

84

85

86

87

90

91

92

93

94

95

Beanmd Sp. 6r,

4I-6deg. 1 1-^

420 „ ;

1-^



Table ill.

Comparative Thermometer Scale.

Degrees Reaumur, Fahrenheit und Celsius (Centigrade).

Rdaumnr
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Table IV.

Specific Gravity of Carbonate of Soda solutions

at 15" C. (according to Lnngf)-

Specific
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Table V.

Specific Gravity of Caustic Soda at 15" C. (ace. to Luuge).
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Table VI.

Specifir Gravity mid Concentration of Snlpliate of

Iron and Snlpliate of Copper Solutions at 15'^ C.

Specific Gravit>-
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The first English patent on Khaki-dyeing No. 11456

A. D. 1884 was granted to Frederick Albert Gatty, the

invention being described as follows:

— ,,I take a solution of chrome alum or any other sol-

uble salt of chromium and mix therewith a solution of

sulphate of iron or any other soluble salt of iron, capable

of being precipitated with an alkali. After the yarns or

fabrics have been boiled in weak soda ash and washed

in the ordinary way well understood bj^ dyers, for the

purpose of freeing th'^m from all impurities, and the ex-

cess of water has been extracted, the yams or fabrics

are impregnated with the mixed solutions of chromium

and iron salts.

For an olive shade I take five gallons of a solution

of chrome alum at ten degrees of Twaddle's hydrometer

or an equivalent quantity of acetate of chromium or

chloride of chromium or any other soluble salt of chro-

mium, and mix therewith one gallon of a solution of sul-

phate of protoxide of iron, containing one and half pounds

weight Avoirdupois of the sulphate per gallon, or an equi-

valent quantity of any other soluble salt of iron, such as

the acetate, or common iron liquor.

For brown shades, I increase the quantity of the

iron salt according to the shade required, and extract or

squeeze out the excess of the liquid, in the case of yarns

by wringing, and in the case of fabrics by passing them

between two rollers, or in any other suitable manner.

The yarns of fabrics are then passed through a solution

of soda at four or more degi-ees of Twaddle's hydro-

meter; this solution I prefer to use at HO" to 150"
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Fahrenheit, but a higher or lower temperature does not

materially aflVet the result.

In place of soda, potash, anmiouia, or their carbonates

may he used. If ammonia is used, it must be applied cold

or nearly so.

After coming out of the soda or other alkaline solution,

the yarns or Axbrics are washed in water and then dried,

but if the Colour is found too pale, the process may be

re])cated a second or third time, until the shade is dark

enough. For very full shades, I prefer to dry the yarn

and falirics before impregnating them with Die mixeil

solution of chromium and iron salt, and dry them again,

after being impregnated, by running them over dyring

cylinders, or in any other suitable way. In this case, in

order to prevent the yarns or fabrics from being injured

during the drying operation, I prefer to use acetate of

chromium or a mixture of acetate of chromium and chrome

alum and acetate of iron at ten to fifteen degrees of

Twaddle's hydrometer, according to the shade desired.

After being dried, the yarns or fabrics are passed through

the solution of soda or other alkali, as stated above.

If the dry yarns or fabrics, where the acetate of

chromium has been used, are steamed, the passage through

soda may be dispensed with, but I prefer to pass them

through the alkaline solution." —

— It will be the more expedient to couununicate at

this early stage some personal observations on fixing khaki

dyeings, as these were made available in tlie production

of the majority of i)atterns, contained in this hook.
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(1). The dyeings produced in the manner indicated

by Gatty's patent are not fast to acid.

Half-an-hour steeping in dilute 5 7o sulphuric acid

(equal to 7.2" Tw.) effects complete decolorisation.

(2). A passage through the Matter-Platt ager causes

no improvement in this respect.

(3). Half-an-hour to one hour's steaming at 15 lbs.

pressure improves the resistance to acid to a notable, still

by no means satisfactory, extent.

(4). If the steaming of goods, padded with acetalo

of iron and acetate of chrome and dried in the hot-flue

or on the air, follows fixing with carbonate of soda, the

fibre remains much stronger, than under the reversed

order of operations.

Thus, bleached cotton-colh, showing in the dynamo-

meter in the direction of the warp an original tensil

strength of -47 Kilos, hereafter bore the following strain:

(a.) When steamed b e fo r e passage through carbonate

of soda 29.9 Kos.

(1).) When steamed after passage through carbonate

of soda 40 Kos.

This will explain, why khaki - colored cottoncloth's

supplied to the German colonial service by certain

establishments, employing the former rotation, were found

so deficient in strength.

The use of acetate of iron, as compared with

p y r 1 i g n i t e of iron, sometimes described as un-

suitable for khaki-dyeing, (see Leipziger Farberzeitung

1900, No. 14), has decided disadvantages, regarding the

preservatioia of tensil strength.
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The experiments of Schwarz & Schlunibergev, (Bull,

de la Soc. Iiul. de Mnlhouse, vol. 1 pg. 11)8 and vol. XIII

pg. 422), liave shown, that cottonfabrics, impregnated with

ferrous salts, are, on subse(|uent atmospheric oxidation,

tendered the more thoroughl}', the more rapidly oxidation

proceeds, and that pyrolignite of iron is in this sense

Hir more innocuous than acetate.

Apart from this, and besides being much cheaper,

pyrolignite, tlianks to certain protective empyreumatic

constituents, is much less liable, on standing in contact

with the air, to separating insoluble basic salts, than

acetate, and the same may be said of connnercial chrome-

alum, as compared with acetate of chrome.

These tarry constituents turn the khaki slightly grey

and dull, but not to any objectionable extent.

When working with pure acetate of iron, it is custom-

ary to protect the stocksolution against atmospheric

action by a floating layer of tar.

Neither steaming, nor the passage through alkali,

severally or jointly, suffice to render the coloring produced

on the above lines, though it meets the most exacting

demands for fastness to washing and light, sulficiciitly

acid-proof. Oxalic acid destroys ami s1rij)s it with parti-

cular ease.

As a remedy for this defect Gatty & Coy Ltd.

and Victor Herbert Gatty of Preston, by the English

patent No. 7041 A. D. 1897, protected the following

after-treatment

:
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— "In oi'der to greatly increase the fastnest, against the

action of acids, of colours produced on vegetable fibres,

yarns and fabrics by the oxides or insolulde salts of iron

and chromium, fixed separately or together, we

treat the fibres, yarns or fabrics, upon which the oxides

or insoluble salts or one of them have already been fixed,

with a solution of a soluble silicate.

For instance, we take the fibres, yarns or fabrics,

iipoiT which the oxides or insoluble salts have already

been fixed in any suitable way, and subject them to the

action of a solution of a soluble silicate, such as silicate

of soda. We find that a solution of two degrees Twaddle

gives good results, but the strength is not material. We
prefer to use this solution at or near boiling point, in

which ca,se we find, that an immersion of fifteen minutes

in the solution is sufficient to give good results, but the

treatment may be continued for an hour; a simple passage

of the goods of one minutes duration through the boiling

solution is sufficient to materially increase the fastness

of the colours against the action of acids. If the solution

be used at a lower temperature, a longer immersion is

necessary to produce the same result.

The treatment with the silicate solution may be per-

formed in any way convenient or customary in dyeing-

operations, or the goods may be simply passed trough the

boiling solution and packed together or steamed whilst

saturated with it, but we prefer to keep the goods

immersed in the boiling solution for at least fifteen minute?.

After this treatment the goods are simply washed

and may then be dried. The colours may then be sub-

Theis. Khaki shades on textilo falirics. 2
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jected without injury to the action of acids of a strength,

which would have entirely altered or destroyed them

before treatment.

It must be understood, that this result is not attained

by mixing silicate of soda or other soluble silicate in any

proportion with the precipitant used to Hx the oxides

or insoluble salts, (where they are fixed by means of a

precipitant), but that the treatment with the soluble silicate

is an additional process, subsequent to the fixation, in any

suitabh' way, of the oxides or insoluble salts (or one of

them) of iron and chromium upon the fibres, yarns or fabrics.

As examples ot suitable methods of fixing the oxides

or insoluble salts the following may be cited:—
By impregnation of the fibres, yarns or fabrics with

and
solution of any soluble salts ot iron — of chromium.

or

basic or normal, followed, with or without a previous

drying, by fixation with an alkali, such as soda, potash

ammonia or their carbonates, or by ammonia gas, or in

any other suitable way, or, in the case of salts of iron

and chromium containing volatile acids, such as the acetates

or bisulphites, by fixation by means of steaming or expelling

the volatile acids in any other suitable way, or by depo-

siting the oxides or insolul)le salts on the fibres, yarns or

and
fabncs from alkaline solutions of iron— of chromium."—

or

— Another method, to achieve the same result, forms

the sul)ject matter of tlic Knglish patent No. 9 A. D

1899 granted to Gartside & Co. and Wm. Warr of

Manchester, These inventors express themselves as follows:
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"In carrying our invention into effect, we impregnate

the vegetable fibres, yarns or febrics with an acid solu-

tion ol a salt of iron or chromiiun, or a mixture of the

two, then dry the goods, and subsequently fix the oxide

or oxides by means of an alkali in the manner well un-

derstood by dyers.

After this treatment the colour is fairly fast to

alkali, but does not sufficiently resist the action of acids.

To overcome this defect, we first wash the goods and

then treat them with a boiling solution of boracic acid,

ammonium borate or its chemical equivalent. The goods

may either be boiled in the solution, or be padded and

subsequenthy steamed. We find that padding with am-

monium borate and subsequent steaming for, say, twenty

minutes gives the best results. The padding solution is

composed of, say, two and a half ounces of boracie acid

and six ounces of liquid ammonia of twenty five per cent.

strength to every gallon of water; but we use this solution

stronger or weaker, according to the depth of colour desired.

The goods are then dried and may be subsequently

finished by any of the processes well known to dyers."' —
— Comparative examination of these two metliods

results entirely in favour of Gatty.

Apart frt)m the point of cost, the treatment with

borate of ammonia yields colors, which in no way satisf^v

demands for superior fastness.

A tliird suggestion in due to Furth, who in

Lehne's "Farber-Zeitung" (June 1900) reports thus:*—In

order to impart to mixed dyeings ot oxide of iron and

chromium considerable resistance even to mineral acids,

2*
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it suffices to merely add tc the curreut process the operation

of padding with turkey-red oil, combination with the oil being

effected by finally steaming the dried goods under pressure.

In detail the process runs as follows

:

The well-boiled or hall-bleached goods are given about

6 ends on the jigger, set for 25 gallons with 2 quarts

of persulphate of iron (commercial 'nitrate of iron" or

„iron liquor"") of 90.6 Tw.— 25 lbs. of chrome-alum

previously dissolved,— and 1 pint of pyrolignite of iron

— the latter for shading towards grey. This ope-

ration beiog ])erformed towards evening, the batched

goods stand over night ; next morning, for the purpose of

evenl}' distributing the moisture, turn the roll and, after

standing for half-an-hour, give another 2 turns through, the

bath. Immediately alter, give 2 ends in hot carbonate of

soda, 7 oz. per gallon, wash and dry. Next pad in a turkey-

red oil solution, containing 2 lbs. of 30% oil per gallon,

dry and steam for I hour at 8 lbs. pressure. Finish as

usual, but with a reduced quantity of fatty matter.

If the work is to be done in a continuous manner,

say in the open-soaper, charge the first conii)iutmeiit with

treble the above quantity of metallic salts, the second

with soda, and wash in the third.

By varying the proportions, the shade may lie modi-

fied at will, somewhat in the following direction:

"nitrate of iron" 90.6" Tw.

chrome-alum

pyrolignite of iron 18.2" Tw.

Reddish Greenish

yellow yellow

2 quarts 1 quart S

27 lbs.
I

20 lbs. | 1
1 pint ] 1 pint ^
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"nitrate of iron" 90.6" Tw.

chrome alum

pyroliguite of iron 18.2"Tw.

Intermediate shades
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IleiicT W nsnHs ili;ii ilu' passage through silicate

should always follow steaming!

Patterns No. I to No. 4 (incl.), \vere prepiurd in

oriler,-firstly, to show the shades produced with various

proportions,-secondly, that they might be submitted to

a comparative test for solidity to acids-and, last not least,

to determine the influence of the oiltreatment upon the

feel of the cloth and its fitness for sewing.

It is well known that genuine khaki-dyed cotton-cloth's

are exceeding l)ad to sew; this defect, which shall be more

fully dealt with in the sequel, is due to accumulation of

metiUlic oxides u])on the filtre.

No. I pattern has been produced as follows:

Dy.'bath:

chrome alum 78', lbs.

persulphate of iron (comm. nitrate) IMt.G" T\v. ;i quarts

pyniligiiite of iron 2.")" Tw. h quarts

to make 25 gallons.

Tiu' blcacluN] fabric was on the )iadding machine

passed 1 times Ihrduuh the aliovc culd bnlli. Ilicii again on

another padding madiinc -Itimes through Ixiiling soda, (7 oz. of

calcined carbonate of soda per gallon), and hereupon washed

in the opcn-soaper. The entire manipulation was repeated

3 times, witlinnl any intermediate drying.

The cloth was then dried on the stenter, steamed

for 1 hour at 1
.') lbs. pressure, given 6 ends in boiling

silicate of soda (7 oz. of .^)2" Tw. per gallon), .slightly soaped

HTid tinallv dried.
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The original shade is slightly reddened, both l)y the

steaming and the treatment with silicate.

The shade thus produced is of course final, as any

attempt to modify it by topping would necessarily interfere

with its solidity. This is, in fact, the critical point of

khakidyeing. In the case of army orders, demanding an

exact match, the strictest possible control of the chromium

and iron compounds employed and the most scrupulous

adherence to the formula only, can ensiire success. These

conditions observed, there is no further uncertainty, diffi-

culty or risk.

No. 2 pattern has been dyed in exactly the same

manner as No. 1 pattern. After drying the cloth was

padded in alkaline turkey-red -oil (2 lbs. per gallon), steamed

for 1 hour at 1 5 ll)s. pressure, rinsed and slightly soaped.

To arrive at a serviceable shade with both No. 1

and No. 2 patterns the entire process had accordingly to

be repeated 3 times.

According to Fiirth the continuous process demands

something like treljle the quantity of iron and chromiixmsalts

prescribed on \)g. 20 lor jiggdyeing. On these lines No. 3

and No. 4 patterns were produced, the proportions

employed being the following:

No. 3 pattern

chrome alum HS lbs.

persulphate of iron 90.6" Tw. . 6 quarts

pyrolignite of iron 25° Tw. . 3 pints

to make 25 gallons
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No. 1.

No. 2.
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No. 3.

No. 4.
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No. 4 pattern

clirome-aluin GC) 11)S.

persulphate of iron 90.()" T\v. . 3 quarts

pyrolignite of iron 25° T\v. . 3 ))ints

to make 2") gallons

Also these colors were developed on the paddinfi-

niiicliine in the manner described, but by one single

series of operations, and hereafter fixed with oil.

They are obviously much too light, to be ofpractical use.

—

The next patterns, Nr. 5 to No. 10 incl , are in-

tended to show further shades, produced by varying the

comi>ositioii o( the bath, and moreover the effect of

interposed drying.

in regard to this latter manipulation, 1 would offer

the following observations

:

Drying pieces, impregnated with iron- and chromium-

salts, on cans, generally produces uneveu and streaky

colors; iiirdrying, with stationary suspension from lath's

(»r rods, causes con'esponding marks. The only rational

method therefore is drying in the hot-flue. Where such

ii contrivance is not available, Ihe diificulty has to be met

liy merely repeating the operation of mordanting and

fixing' (developing). In this way indeed the most level

colors can be got, whilst there is no perceptible difference

as I'egards fastness.

No. 5 and No. 6 patterns

Mordant: chromt'-alum 66 lbs.

persulphiiie of iron KO.O* Tw. b (|iinrts

pyrolignili' of iron 2.")" Tw. ''< ipi, in-

to make 25 giillons
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Process: No. 5 passed 3 tinius through the l)iith without

drying,

No. 6 passed once through the 1)ath and airdried.

Both shades developed and aftertreated as

formerly described.

No. 7 and No. 8 patterns.

Mordant: chrome-alum GO lbs.

persulphate of iron 90.6° Tw. 3 gallons

pyrolignite of iron 25° Tw. 2 gallons

to make 25 gallons.

Process: No. 7 dyed and fixed as No. 5.

No. 8 treated as No. 6.

A few intermediate shades were produced by mixing

the above mordants.

No. 9 pattern: grounded in a mixture of equal

paiis of liquors used for No. 5 aud No. 7; otherwise

treated exactly as No. 5.

No. 10 pattern: grounded as No. 9; otherwise

corresponds with No. 6.

— Befoi'e proceeding with these experiments, some-

thing shall i)e said here upon the test method employed

for comparing the solidity of various dyeings.

These tests consist in

:

(1). G weeks exposure in the open air, the patterns

being stretched upon a frame.

(2). Steeping for 1 hour in a cold solution of 2 '
o drams

of sodium-i)er()xide and 7'., drams of Epsom-salt

per 1 quart.

(8). Boiling for 1 hour with 12
',2

drams of t'astil-soap
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Xo. 5.

No. 6.
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No. 7.

No. 8.
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anil •') drams of calcined carbonate of soda per

1 quart.

(4). Steeping for 1 hour in 3 pt^rcent acetic acid at40"C.

This test was insei+ed as eciuivalent to resistinj?

negroperspiration.

(5). Steeping for 1 hour in cold dihite hydrochloric acid 1:10.

(6). Steeping for '

^ hour at 4U"0. in a 1.5",, solution

of oxalic acid.

No. 9.

(7). Steeping for 1 hour in clear chloride of lime so-

lution 1.4" T\v. aciilnlated with '|, oz. acetic acid per

quart.

With exception of the exposure test, this ordeal may

appear brutal. Its purpose however is not, to show the

degree of solidity, reasonably to lie demanded from mode-

shades of the depth of khaki, but to arrive at a forcible

distinction lietwoen the particular colors un<ler review,
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which, if submitted to conventional tests for fastness to

washing, perspiration, acid and chlorine, would all of them

be found equally perfect. Incidentally these tests will

also serve to distinguish genuine khakis from those, not

produced with metallic oxides.

The 10 shades hitherto discussed and sampled sever-

ally behave as follows

:

No. 10.

(1). Six weeks e.xposure in the open air (June 1 to July l.>)

hardly affects patterns No. 1 -,')— fi--7—8— <»— 10;

No. 2 turns somewhat lighter, No. 8 and No. 4

somewhat darker, towards grey.

(2). Peroxide of hydrogen has no effect on any of these

dyeings.

(3). Boiling soap and soda has no effect.'

(4). Except on No. 2, which turns somewhat lighter,

acetic acid has no action.
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(5). Hiinlly tmiclied l>v hydrochloric acid: No. 1 — .')— (»

—

7—8— 9— 10; strongly reduced No. 2, less so No. H

and No. 4.

(fi). Oxalic acid slightly attacks pattern No. 1 ; semi-

discharges No. 5— 6— 9 and 10: almost entirely

strips No. 2— .S and 4, the two latter leaving a

weak reddish gx-ey ; No. 7 and 8 hehave somewhat

better than No. 5 and H.

(7). Chloride of lime has little effect, beyond turning

the shade somewhat redder. Pattern No. 2

however turns considerably lighter, attaining almost

the shade of our pattern No. 17 (pg. 48).

The next series ol patterns No. II to No. 14 incl. were

produced with the acetates of chromium and iron,

the former, as supplied bj' de Haen, liiumover. the
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latter got by interaction between acetate of lead

and sulphate of iron (green copperas).

No. 11 and No. 12 patterns:

Mordant: aceta.te of chrome 32.4° Tw. 5 gallons

acetate of iron 20'^ Tw. .2.5 ,,

water 5 „

Process: No. 11 produced, as shown with No. 5, in

3 operations, without intermediate drying.

No. 12.

No. 1 2 produced in 1 operation, with air-

drving, as No. 6. Aftertreatment as liefore.

No. 13 and No. 14 patterns.

Mordant: acetate of chrome 32. -1 " Tw. .'> gallons

acetate of iron 20° Tw. . 2,5 „

sulphate of copper . . . 3,5 lbs.

water 5 gallons.

Process : For No. 1 3 as for No. 1 1

.

Theis, Khaki sh.ides oii textile falirics.
'^
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For No. 14 as for No. 12, iiicluiling

affcertreatment.

These 2 patterus, when compared with No. 11 ami 12,

show the effect ol" added coppersulpliate.

—The gi-ant ot an English patent No. 3732

A. D. 1886 to Henry Kershaw was successfully opposed.

It will appear from the subjoined text of the speci-

No. 13.

ficatiou in how far the process in question infringes Gatty's

patent of the year 1884 or otherwise lacks novelt}*:

— "My invention relates to the dyeing of cotton and

other vegetable fibres and of goods and yarn made there-

from. According to my invention, I obtain fast colours

by treating the goods with certain chemical salts. In the

cari'ying into effect of my said invention, I dissolve chro-

mium-sulphate and iron peroxide-sulphate in water, and

to the solution I add sodium-bi-carbonate or loniuRMxial
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soda, the quantity of alkali used being such, as that

precipitation of oxides does not take place. In practice I have

found the following named proportions to give good results. In

about forty five gallons of vpater seventy seven pounds of

chromium sulphate and eight and a half pounds of iron

peroxide sulphate are dissolved. To this solution about

thirty six pounds of sodium-bi-carbonate are added, or

as much as the solution will take up without precipitation

No. 14.

taking place. The goods, say for example cotton piece

goods, are thoroughly saturated with this solution by

immersion or by passing the goods through the solution or by

other suitable means, and are then squeezed and dried

by means of drying cylinders or are otherwise suitably

dried. The goods, are then passed into or through, or

treated with, a weak boiling solution of silicate of soda

or through a weak solution of soap, the solution used

8*
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being preferably in a boiling state. By these means

1 obtain a drab colour, the silicate of soda solution

producing greener shades tban the soap solution. In place

of the latter 1 may use a weak solution of carbonate ol

soda, but I prefer the soap solution. 1 do not co)iline

myself to the sulphate salts, as I may use other salts of

chromium and iron-peroxide, which by the addition of

carbonate or bi-carbouate of soda form soluble basic salts,

or I may use other mean? to produce the soluble basic

salts by reaction upon the chromium and iron and peroxide

salts. The proportions, herein before mentioned, arc given

by way of examj)k'. and may lie varied according to the

shade of colour, which the operator desires to produce."—
Another innovation in the dyeing-process, ol

doubtful value, is eml>odied in Gatty's English patent

No. 6128 A. D. 1887. The patentee expresses himself as

follows

:

— "After the yarns or fabrics have been boiled and

freed from impurities, they are impregnated with a solution,

containing for every gallon of water from one to one and

a half pounds of bi-chromate of soda or an equivalent

quantity of bi-chromate of potash, and from four to six

ounces of acetate of soda, or its equivalent carbonate of

soda or other alkaline salt, for every pound of bi-chro-

mate of soda or bi-chromate of potash used.

After the excess of liquor has been squeezed out of

the materials, they are exposed to the action of sulphurous

acid gas, until the chi-omic acid is desoxidised. In the

case of yarns, they are hung upon rods or otherwise con-

veniently suspended in a chamber filled with sulphurous
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acid gas, obtained l)y burning sulphur or l)y any of tiie

known methods. Fur fabrics, I find, the most convenient

way is, to run them over rollers through a chamber,

supplied with sulphurous acid gas as above described.

In order to vary the shades from the green to a

brown colour, I add to the solution of bi-chromate of soda

or bi-chromate of potash a certain quantity of a metallic

oxide, such as a salt of iron, by preference acetate of iron

or common iron liquor. The proportion of iron salt used

obviously depends upon the colour required. For example,

when a green shade is desired, I use about one pint of

iron liquor at twenty degrees of Twaddle's hydrometer

for every pound of bi-chromate of soda or bi-chromate

of potash, while for brown shades I use from a quart to

three pints.

After the chromic acid has been desoxidised, which

can easily be seen by its green colour, the materials are

passed through an alkali or alkaline salt, such as car-

bonate of soda, but any alkali, which will precipitate the

metallic oxides, will answer the purpose. I prefer to use

caustic soda at four to six degrees of Twaddle's hydro-

meter at a temperature of 140" to 160° Fahrenheit, but

stronger or weaker alkali does not affect the colour.

In the case of fabrics, if the colours be dark and

strong, I prefer to dry them, l)efore passing them through

the alkali.

The yarns or fabrics, into or upon which the oxide

of chromium, either alone or in combination with other

metaUic oxides, has been fixed, may be dried, and the oxides

used either as self-colours or as mordants for a sub-
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sequent dyeing process with colouring matter, such as

alizarine or dyewoods."—
— Equally untenable as Kersharw's, proved English

patent No. 15433 A. D. 1894, originiilly held l.y Hugh

Wylie and James Morton, whereby the wellknown

dissociability of metallic sulphites on drying or steaming

was to be monopolised. The specification reads thus;

— "This invention has for its object, by an improved

process, to fix oxide of chromium and oxide of iron in

various proportions on cotton yarns and fabrics, in a manner

to produce fast and permanent colors, ranging from olive

gi'een to olive brown in shades of various depths.

In carrying out the invention, a solution of bisulphite

of chromium is mixed with a solution of bisulphite of iron,

and the goods to be dyed are passed through the mixture,

which is by preference cold. By way of example, it may

be stated that, for a greenish olive, the mixture may consist

of two gallons of a solution of bisulphite ol' chromium of a

strength of 12 degrees Twaddle, and one gallon of a solution

of bisulphite of iron of the same strength. For browner olives,

the proportion of bisulphite of iron should be increased.

A woven fabric may be padded in the usual way

between rollers; and yarns may be tramped and wrung

in the usual way. On subseiiuently simply drying or

steaming, or drying and steaming the goods, the oxides

of chromium and iron become fixed on them. When

steaming is employed, it may in some cases be advanta-

geous to introduce some ammonia into the steaming box.

If found desirable, or in order to render the fixation

complete, the goods may be passed through a hot bath,
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containing phosphate of soda, and carbonate of soda or

of potash, or caustic soda, as is done in various dyeing

operations of an analogous kind."—
—In the scramble for patents, other anorganic

compounds, yielding colored oxides, were by no means

overlooked. Thus, already in 1886 Gatty by the English

patent No. 13362 had emphasised the fact, that ammonia-

cal sugar oflead solutions readily part with their oxide

to the cottonfibre; aftertreatment with chromate produces

yellow, and if this operation is preceded by some other

suitable dyeing process, various compound shades are

attained.

The use of manganese-salts, in conjunction with

chromium and iron, forms the subject - matter of

Hay and Moffat's English patent No. 7919 A. D. 1893.

That this invention is a combination merely of old and

wellknown processes, is sufficiently evident from the

following description:

—"Our invention relates to dyeing on cotton fabrics and

yarns certain fast and permanent colours, varying in shade

from grey to olive and olive brown, and this we accom-

plish, by fixing on the fabrics and yarns oxides of man-

ganese and chromium for grey shades, and oxides of man-

ganese and iron for olive and brown shades.

In carrying our invention into effect, we take for grey

shades a solution of any soluble salt of chromium, and

mix therewith a solution of any soluble salt of manganese,

capable of being precipitated with an alkaline hypochlo-

rite; for olive and brown shades, we take a solution of

any soluble salt of manganese and mix therewith a solution
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of any solul)le salt of iron, capable of btiu;^ prtMipiiated

with an alkaline hypochlorite.

After the fabrics or yarns are bleaclieil in the manner

well nnderstooil by dyers, the fabrics or yarns are ready

for being impregnated with the solutions of chromium and

manganese or manganese and iron.

For grey shade, we take a solution of chrome-alum

at twelve degrees of Twaddle's hydrometer, or an equivalent

of any other soluble salt of chromium, and mix therewith

acetate of manganese at five degrees of Twaddle's hydro-

meter, or an equivalent of any other soluble salt of man-

ganese, in the proportion of ten gallons of chrome-alum

to four gallons of acetate of manganese.

For olive and brown shades, we take a solution of

acetate of manganese at ten degrees of Twaddle's hydro-

meter, or an equivalent of any other solulile salt of man-

ganese, and mix Iherewith acetate ol iron at ten degrees

of Twaddle's hydrometer, in the jn-oportion of ten gallons

of acetate of manganese to one gallon of acetate of iron,

but the proportions may be varied according to the shade

required. The fabrics or yarns, after being impregnated

with the metallic solutions, are hydro-extracted or sipieezed

between rollers, and are then passed through a solution

of alkaline hypochlorite at two degrees of Twaddle's hydro-

meter, at a. temperature of one hnndrod and fifty degrees

Fahrenheit. We prefer to use hypochlorite of sodium, but

any other alkaline hypochlorite will answer the pui^pose.

After coming out of the hypochlorite bath, if the

colours are not full enough, the operations are repeated

till the desired shades are obtained."—
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Further, by En.^l, pi.,teiit No. 7888 A. D. 1899

Horrocks claimed the exchisive right to use a mixture

of copper and iron salts in the following sense:

—"The manner in which I produce this shade or shades,

is by fixing or depositing ou the fibre of the material to

be dyed, mixtures of oxide of copper and of iron, and

according to the shades, which I require, I vary the strength

and proportions of these two ingredients. The way, in

which I deposit these mixtures on the fibre and afterwards

fix them thereon, is as follows : — I take a solution of

water and copper sulphate, commercially known as "blue-

stone," say at 8 degrees, or other soluble salt of copper,

which will answer the same purpose, and I mix therewith

in about equal proportions (more or less) a solution of

water and sulphate of iron or other soluble salt of iron

at, say, from ,2 to 6 degrees, which will precipitate on the

addition of an alkali.

The strength and proportions of these two solutions I

vary according to the shade of colour I require. I balance

one against the other, that is, add more of one or the

other, as required to loroduce the result desired. I then

run the fabrics or materials to be dyed through this mixed

solution of copper and of iron or steep them in it, and

pass them out through a pair of bowls or rollers to squeeze

out the excess ol liquor, which must be done evenly;

or I treat the fabric or yarns in a centrifugal hydro-

extractor lo remove the excess of liquor. I then pass

them, after the last named operation, through an alkali,

such as caustic soda, conimon soda or any of their car-

bonates or silicates in solution with water at from 2 to
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4 degrees, or tliroiigh a weak solution ot ammonia an(i

water at 1 to 8 degrees; the degrees herein relered to

Ijcing those of Twaddles hydrometer. The goods are then

washed and dried. If the shade is not dark enough at one

dip or passage through the mixed solutions, I then repeat

the above process until the con-ect shade is arrived at."

—

—Shades produced on these lines are represented

X... 15

by patterns No. 15 and No. 16, the tbUowing particularo

having been observed

:

Mordant:

No. 1
.") pattern:

Jiulphate of copper . . . I."),.') lbs.

sulphate of iron (copperas) 2,25 ,,

water 2.") galls.

No. 1() pattern:

sulphate of copper . . . . 15,5 lbs.
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sulphate of iron 18 oz.

water 25 galls.

Process: Both patterns, without intermediate drying,

padded Stimes in the mordant, passed through

Ijoiling soda, washed, dried and steamed for

1 hour at 1 5 lbs. pressure, fixed with boiling

silicate, soaped and dried.

The treatment with silicate, (as in the case of patterns

No, 13 and No. H) does not improve the resistance to acids;

No. 16.

hydrochloric acid leaves a pale reddish, oxalic a pale

hlueish tint merely.

—The "khaki's" hitherto described are without ex-

ception produced by using a liquor, where various metallic

salts are in mixture, iron being a universal constituent.

Now, whilst there is no difficulty in charging the fibre

with one color-constituent, the reddish oxide of iron, there

arises on the other hand the problem, how to introduce
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in the most economical manner the necessary quantity

of complementary green chromium oxide?

Under ordinary conditions, that is when using mixed

liquors, aud particularly when hot-air-drying has to be

dispensed with, a considerable portion of cliromium is

washed away and wasted during the process.

Though it was presumably this consideration, that

induced fiatty to speak in his patent No. 7041 A. D. 1S97

of a joint or separate fixation of iron and chromium

oxide, (see page 17) the subject has not otherwise en-

gaged the serious attention of English inventors.

Several German patents, on the contrary, l)ear upon

the deposition upon the fibre of larger ((uantities of oxidf

of chromium, and though they deal with the operation

as one, preparatory to dyeing with adjective organic

coloring matters only, they contain hints, equally serviceable

in the production of mineral kh.aki.

Of particular interest are the efforts of Rolffs 8t Co..

Siegfeld, (Germ, patent No. 97686. dafcd June I. 1898).

to secure a heavy and U-vcl couipound-ninnlant by

successive fixation of chromium and iron oxide, a

result l)ut ini[)errectly attaiuoil l»y tlic prior process of

Sa,nsoue"s, where goods, first paddcij in an alkaline riu'o-

miumsolution, are innuediately afler passed thnaigh salts

of iron or copi>er.

The essential passages of Rolfl's patent read some-

thing like this

:

"The bleached cottongoods are on the padding-machine

passed through an alkaline solution of oxide of chromium,

containing about 1 Vz oz. of drjO., per gallon; they
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are theu permitted to stand for 2 hours aud hereupon

thoroughly rinsed and dried. Th ehromiuni-mordant thus

fixed, the goods an padded in a sohition of ferreous or

ferric salts, containing per gallon an equivalent of I'/a oz.

of Fcj. O3, fixation of the metal being accomplished by

a passage through alkali, either immediate or subsequent

to hanging aud rapid steaming.

When goods, impregnated with alkaline chromic oxide,

are, according to Sansone, passed at once through a bath

of sulphate of iron, precipitation of ferreous hydrale upon

the fibresurface takes place in the first instance, the ge-

latinous coating thus formed preventing further penetration

of the ironsalt and thus hindering complete decomposition

and fixation of the chromiumprepare. This phenomenon

is more or less accentuated by tlie structure of the thread

and fabric, and also varies topically in consequence of

the mechanical inequalities inseparable from the padding

process, with the result, tiiat uniformity is throughout

lacking.

It is obvious, that the present process entirely elimi-

nates these uncertainties; it yields in fact a perfectly

homogenous and thoroughly fixed compound iron and chro-

mium mordant."—
Both Sansone and Rolffs however had been forestalled

by Schmid. who already in 1894 had pointed out an

economical and effective method for attaining the

desired result, namely, passing goods, first prepared in

the know^n manner in Koechlin's alkaline chromesolution

and thoroughly washed, through a boiling bath of sulphate

of iron (green copperas). This simple process yields, from a
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bath, coiitiiiiiinj^ at most 2 oz. o( co|iiifnis in Hgallons, a khaki-

shade, closely resemhliiif:; thai of our No. 7 pattern.

Ill exiilanatioii Schniid assumes that Koechlin's mordant

yields to the fibre not (liromiumhydrate merel}', but also, in

conuection therewitli, a certain amount of fixed alkali, uol

removable Ity washing; tbe latter herealter effects precipi-

tation of a second metallic oxide. In the case of iron-

salts, subsecjuent atmospheric oxidation soon converts the

original ferreous hydrate into sescpii-hydrate and llins

completes fixation. Incidentally it ma}' here be said, that

S c h 111 i il , besides priority over Sansoue and Rolffs, might

also claim the distinction of lieing the first, who

handled a true ,oxide khaki", at a time, when a

demand for such a |iiginent as a self-color was far from

being anticipated.

—The great difference in depth, wliich results from

using a mixed bath as against dividing the process, will

in a manner l)e demonstrated l)v the following experiments,

carried out on a small scale.

A.

Pad in

acetate of chrome 82.4" Tw. 100 cc

pyiolignitc of iron 25" Tw. 80 cc

water 650 cc

Fix in boiling soda.

Shade produced: Slightly lighter than our No. 8

pattern (jig. 25).

B.

I'ad in

acetate of chrome 82.4" Tw. 100 cc
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caustic soda . 66.4" Tw. 100 cc

water 50 cc

Let stand for 1 2 hours, wash, squeeze and

pad in

pyrolignite of iron 25" Tw. 30 cc

water 500 cc

Fix in boiling soda.

Shade produced: Same depth as No. Jl pattern

(pg. 32). Incidentally it may be said, that drying, before

passing through the iron salt, has, with experiment B,

very little effect on the intensity.

The subjoined patterns No. 17— 18— 19 were produced

in the following manner:

No. 17.

1^' mordant: acetate of chrome 23.2" Tw. 10 lbs.

caustic soda . .66. 4" Tw. 10 lbs.

water 'j., lbs.

2*"^ „ S'j, oz. of green copperas in 1 gallon of water.

No. 18.

1^' mordant: as for No. 17.

2"'^ „ 1 gill of pyrolignite of iron 25" Tw. in 1 gallon

of water.

No. 19.

1^' mordant: as for No. 17.

2nd
^^ I gill of pyrolignite of iron 25° Tw.

7 oz. sulphate of copper in 1 gallon of water.

Process for No. 17—18—19:

Pad the bleached goods in the 1 ^^ mordant, wind on

tL<v
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No. 17.

No. IS.
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and let staud over night; then wash thoronghly at widtli

and pad in the 2'"^ mordant. Hereafter take throngh

carbonate of soda, steam, fix in silicate of soda and soap,

as described for No. 1 pattern.

These 3 shades enjoy in common a remarkable degree

of fastness, excepting to acids. Whilst No. IT and IS

satisfactorily pass the hydrochloric acid test, lioth are strongly

No. 19.

attacked by oxalic acid. No. 19 is completely striii]ied by

either acid.

The introduction of copper accordingly, and as

has moreover lieen already denionstraled with patterns

No. 13, U, 15 and 1(*», undermines the resistance to acids.

Other solid shades may be produced on the proceeding

lines by topping a chromium oxide bottom with:

(1). uilrateofuickel,3'|.,oz.pergallon: yields a greenish grey,

The U, Khaki sliaaes ou textik- fabrics. 4
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(2). sulphate of copper 3',, oz. per gallon: yields a

yellowish green,

(3). mixtures of copi)er-iron-anfl nickelsalts; produce

greenish grey's.

None of these methods hnwover yield sliades of the

depth of "fieldgrey", shown on Nu. 27 pattern.

Another Chromemordant, available in khaki dyeing.

is that invented i)y Gallois (Germ, patent No. 45998

A. D. 1889) and supplied by the ''Farbwerke" HOehst as

"Mordant GAI" and ,,G All".— According to Henri Schmid

(Bull, de la Soc. de Mulliouse 1899 pg. 257), this mordant,

consisting of chromimnchromate and corresjionding in the

normal state with the fonnula Cr,(), 3 CrO,, is taken up

b)' the fibre as readily as Koechlins alkaline preparation.

The fact, that it does not, like the latter, attack the

hands of the operator and avoids shi'inkage, has facililated

its introduction, particularly with cotton hank dyers.

Hanks are first ))oiled with soda, then steeped over

night in "mordant G A 11". (l»eing murio-chromate of

chromium), wrung and innnediately passed through about

2 oz. of soda per gallon at oO" C. and washed ready for

dyeing. Goods thus prepared should, in order to avoid

tendering, not lie exposed to direct suuHght.

Piecegoods are padded in a mixture of „mordant GAI"

(being accto-chromate of chromium) with glycerine or some

other reducing agent, whereupon they are dried, passed

throusfh the jMatlier-Platt ager and washed oft" in weak
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carbonate of soda. The latter operation serves the purpose

merely of wetting out and is not intended to assist fixation,

which, on the contrary, is completed during the short

steaminsj.

—

By the German patent No. 58171 A. D. 1891 Messrs

Kalle & Co. in Biebrich protected a process, whereby basic

antimoniates or tungstates of metals are precipitated upon

the fabric, l^y impregnating the same successively with

metallic salts and alkaline antimoniates or tungstates.

The specification says under others: ''Cottonfabrics are

treated, for example, thus, that they are padded in chromium

chloride of 32° Tvv. hung up to dry and passed on the

jigger through 1,25 lb tungstate of soda per gallon at

35—40° C, to l^e subsequently washed and dried. Other

fibrous materials are treated in tlie same way, whilst the

salts of alumina, iron, tin, copper, lead, manganese, nickel,

cobaltum, uranium and zinc may replace those of chromium."

Another german patent No. I0I48I A. D. 1899, relating

to mordanting vegetalde filu'es with chromium, and which

is sufficiently instructive to deserve a somewhat verl>ation

translation, was granted to Haber. The specification says:

"For mordanting cotton with chromium, preparatory

to dyeing, both chromates and chromiumoxide- compounds

find application. The latter are either in the form of

salts, whereof oxide of chromium forms the base, or in

the form of chrome-sodium-oxide, when chromium hydrate

assumes an acid character.

4*
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Chrdiniiimsalts may be used iu two ways. Either the

goods are impregnated with an adequate amount ol the

salt, precipitation of the hydrate upon the fiJ>re being

brough about in a second l)ath, containing carbonate of

soda, phosphate of soda, lime or the like suli^tauces, or

the Hl)re is iu the first instance charged with an acid

moi'dant, like tannic acid or solubk' oil, and then treated

with the chromiumsalt. In the latter case, this acid mordant

withdraws from the solution, and holds in coml)ination,

part of the metallic oxide, whilst an aftertreatment with

lime, soda or a siaiilar precipitant completes the process.

Neither of these methods is entirly satisfactory, (or

this reason, that the cottonfibre iu itself does not possess

sufficient affinity to chromium, to with-draw from the

solution presented to it an adequate quantity, a state

of things, but indifferently remedied by a preparatory

treatment with tannin matters or sulphated oil. This

defiect becomes all the more pronounced, when using dilute

solutions of chromiumsalts. An aftertreatment with

pifecipitauts is of advantage only in so far, as it tends

to convei-t basic salts already fixed upon the fibre into

hydrate. Unmodified chromiumsolution, mechanically

adheriug, is certainl}' decomposed, but without fixation of

the separated hydrate. The latter adheres but super-

ficially, and on d^'eing yields a lake, readily removed by

washing and soaping.

The present process obviates these difficulties thus,

that the i)recipitant is incorporated to tlie fibre in the

first instance. When such fibre is subsequently treated

with a chrouiiumsalt, tiie acid of this salt couibiues with
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the precipitant, whilst chromiiimhydrate is firml}'^ deposited

upon the fibre. The precipitants in question are alkaline

earth's, which, in spite of its feeble acid character, are

readily fixed by the cottonfibre. For example, 100 kos. of

cotton ai'e worked in limewater, squeezed, rinsed and

hereafter boiled in a solution of 12 kos. of chromium-

fluoride. Prolonged exposure to the air, in order to

convert the hydrate of lime into carbonate, may preeeed

boiling with the chromiumsalt.

If in this process the cotton has been previously

prepared with tannic acid or some tanniferous substance,

it will be enabled to attract a larger quantity of alkaline

earth in form of the tanuate, with the result, that subsequent

boiling with a chromiumsalt solution, however dilute, will

cause a copious fixation of chromiumhydrate. Thus

40 grammes of cottonhank, prepared with 10 percent by

weight of tannic acid or its equivalent, steeped in lime-

water and rinsed, quantitatively exhaust a solution of

2.4 grammes of chromefluoride in 750 cc of water. On

a practical scale, 100 kilos of cotton are mordanted with

10 kos. of tannic acid or with a con-esponding weight of

sumach or some similar material, passed through lime-

water, rinsed and boiled for 2 hours in a solution of 1 2 kos.

of fluoride of chrome.

The present process consequently attains an almost

ideal utilisation of the chromiumbath, whilst the liberal

and perfect manner, in which the hydrate becomes fixed

upon the fibre, leads hereafter to dyeings of unusual depth,

brightness and fastness to soap."—
A still more recent German patent No. 112 611 A. D. 1898
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of the "B. A. & S. F. " flescrihos a now method for

the use of bisulphite of chromium suh.stantially in the

following terms:

"It has been observed that so-called bisulphite of

chromium, such as results b}-^ dissolving freshl}'^ precipitated

hydrate in aqueous sulphurous acid, acidulated with

sulphuric acid, forms, in conjunction with an alterti'eatment

with alkaline salts, an exelleut cotton mordant.

Hitherto this compound has been employed in such

manner, that the fibre impregnated therewith was submitted

to drying or steaming, for the purpose of expelling the

sulphurous acid and lorming basic salts, which on after-

treatment with soda or soap yield hydrate of chromium.

Tliis process is costly and complicated, and the liberated

sulphurous acid, and still more so the sulphuric acid

formed l)y oxidation, ai*e liable to corrode the fibre.

Moreover, level results can he got on fal)rics only, and

the material thus prepared is always difficult to wet out.

The new process, which avoids these difficulties, is based

np(i)i tlie fad . that comparatively dilute solution sofchromium-

bisuljiliite yield to the filire witliout drying oxide in a

copious and regular manner. Hence the i)rocess is par-

ticularly adapted for hanks and cottonwool, and it has in

the latter case the advantage, of leaving the material

open and in good condition for spinning. No trace ot

sulphurous or sulphuric acid is evolved, hence no risk of

tendering. The entire manipulation takes a few hours

only, and the material, thus treated, wets out easily.

As against other methods for mordanting cotton with

chroniiumsalts, our process shows distiiu-t advantages, both
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in regard to cheapness,' simplicity and convenience and

in the final result. Nor was this snccess a foregone con-

clnsion, for whilst many other chromiumsalts, on reaction

with soda or the like alkaline salt, also yield hydrate,

this is deposited upon the fibre either in a far from

regular and even manner, or it adheres too loosely, to

withstand rinsing.

Ou a practical scale we proceed somewhat in the follow-

ing manner: — 100 i^os. of well-lioiled and hydroextracted

yarn are steeped for some hours, or by preference over

night, in chromiumliisulphite of 10" Be Next wring well,

•whiz" and work for 10 minutes at 60" C. in 3 grammes

of calcined carbonate of soda per litre. Rinse, again

"whiz", oil with a 10 percent solution of tiirkeyred-oil and

dry. The chromiumbath may be kept on and fed with a

strong solution, a-< required.

Whilst the above mordant is calculated for dark

colors, a bath of o" Be. suffices for medium, one of 8" Be.

for light shades. The streught of the alkaline fixing-bath

may be varied in proportion and, as a matter of course,

potassiumcarbonate, sodiurabicarlioiiate or sodiumphosphate

may take the plac-i of soda.

The process, as described, is equally suitable for cotton-

wool or cottonfabrics and may also he applied to linen,

jute, hemp and other vegetable fibres."—

Apart from those relating to the production of pure

mineral-oxide-deings, several englisli patents were also
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taken, for Iiriiiifinij iihoiit otherwise woll-kimwn combi-

nations of tannic acid <n organic dyestuffs with metallic

oxides.

Tlic Hrst ]Piit(Mit i)f' tliiit class, aniuilloil laliT on. is

No. 11394 A. D. 1887 graiitLd to Gartside and Barnes,

tlie invention l)eiug described as follows:

— " Our invention relates to, and consists in, dyeiniicotton,

cotton yarn and cotton textile fabrics, and other vegetable

fibres a-iid yarns and fabrics composed tiiereof, wiili the

shades of drab, fawn and other similar colours or shades

known as "Khakee" so that such shades or colours shall

be "fast".

We take the material, to be operated upon, and immerse

it lor a suitable length of time in a solution of any sui-

table kind of tannin matter, such as sumac extract, which

solution is made of a strength of aliout 2" Twaddle. Such

solution is made to correspond in strength with the depth

or degree of shade or colour required. Alter iuiuu-rsiug

the material in the solution of tannin matter aforesaid, we

remove the material from the said solution and exhaust

or remove the superfluous portion of the aforesaid solution

of tannin matter from the material, and afterwards subject

the material, to be operated upon, to the action of a dilute

solution of iron and chromium. In order to form such

solution of iron and chromium, we make a solution of ni-

trate of iron at or ai)Out 2" Twaddle anil make a solution

of acetate of chromium at or about 8" Tvvadille. We then

mix the solutions of nitrate of iron and acetate of chro-

mium.—We next wash in water the material,, to be ope-

rated upon, and subject the material to the action of a
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of soda, using a quantity of liiehromate of potash or bi-

chromate of soda equal in weigth to about three to four

percent of the weigth of the material. We find in practice

that, by adding sulphuric acid to the bichromate cf potash

or bicliromate of soda solution, in a quantity sufficient to

lilierate nearl}' the whole of the chromic acid contained

in such bichromate of potash or bichromate of soda so-

lution, the action of the chromic acid in such solution is

rendered much more rapid. We immerse the material in

either of the solutions, until the colour is unalterable and

again wash in water the mateiial to be operated upon

We next boil the material in a solution of carbonate of

soda, such solution being made by employing a quantity

of carlionate of soda equal in weigth to about five per cent

of the weigth of the material. We boil the material in

such solution of carbonate of soda, until the shade of co-

lour of the material undergoes no change. The material

is again washed in water and dried, and we afterwards

subject the material to the action of steam." —
— On the same level is the English patent Mitchell-

Duxbury, No. 7498 A. D. 1895, which, besides vegetable

fibres, is intended to cover wool. The patentee says:

— "My invention relates to an improved "kaki"-dye for

dyeing cotton or woollen goods. The dye is olitained by

com'-ining solutions of certain mineral and vegetable

mattei's in stated proportions. The mineral solutions are

obtained from the sulphates of copper, zinc, or iron, one or

the other being used, according to the shade of "kaki"

required.
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The vegetable solution or infusion is ohtained from

myrabolams, divi-divi, gallnnts, catechu or cutch and

gambler, redwood, or tanning-bark. These are all well

known and iX'gularly imported products, already used lar-

gely iu tanning and dyeing operations.

In making a kaki dye of an average shade, I would

take, say, 2 lbs. of myrabolans or divi-di\T, with two ozs.

of sulphate of zinc or copper. To these I add one, two

or more ozs. of tanning-bark, catechu and redwood and

from 10 to HO or more grains of sulphate ot iron, aiciu'd-

ing to the required sliade of dye. The foregoing ingre-

dients are mixed with 6 gallons of water, first l)rought

to boiling point, the materials being stirred and soaked

for about two hours. Thereafter I add about six ounces

of bichromate of potash in six gallons of boiling water,

which renders the dye fast.

Variations in the shade of dye can be obtained by

varying the proportions of the ingredients. The metallic

sulphates being the chief agents in producing the required

shade of dye, it will be evident that by varying the pro-

poiiions of these sulphates, or by u-ing only those sul-

phates, which give a lighter or dai'ker shade, the dye may

be varied. For example. I might use copper-sulphate

alone for the lighter shades and iron-sulphate for the

darker shades."—
As for the intrinsic merits of these "inventions", they

merely recapitulate raethodH, described in the textbooks

on dyeing before the middle of the last century : in fact,

prior to the introduction of anilines, these methods were
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the only ones, by which anything like fast shades of this

kind could be produced.

These dyeings may be called fast to a certain extent

and they were currently so produced on moleskins. A shade

got with sumach, yellow catechu, sulphate of iron, chro-

mium and copper, resembling our pattern No. 19, after

9 month's exposure in the open air almost matched

pattern No. 22, being however slightly darker.

For a further comparison of these compound shades

with true mineral khaki, pattern No. 20 was produced

on the following practical scale

:

1 "" operation : Pad (i times in a warm solution

of 2'|4 lbs. of yellow catechu and 18 oz. of

sumach-extract 52.6 degr. Twaddle: in 1.5

gallons.

2"'^ operation: Pad 4 times cold or give 4 ends

in the jigger in 2
^[4 lbs. of green copperas

in 1 •") gallons.

S"' operation: Wash at width.

i"' operation: 4 ends on the jigger at the boil

through bichromate of potash l^l., lbs. and

sulphate of copper 1 ^
^ lbs. in 1 5 gallons.

5"" operation: Rinse, soap warm in 4 oz. of soap

per gallon, rinse and dry.

A formula published in the "Dyer and Calico Printer"

is this : Boil together lbs. of catechu and 3 lbs. of fustic

with sufficient water to make a solution of 3^:2" ^^- Work

for 1 hour at 70" C, add 'jo lb. of bichromate and 2 oz. of

gi'een copperas and work for another half-hour.

According to the "Textile Mercury" the fabric is to
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steeped for 6—8 liours in a solution of catechu of 1' ," Be,

then passed at 6.")" C. through a sohition of 4 lbs. of bichro-

mate, 1 Hi. of green copperas and '., lb. of sulphate of

foppor (if a concentration of i" Be. ITerealter pass first

through liisulphite of soda, then through lime-water, rinse

and dry.

During tlie higli-tido of khaki dyeing numerous similar

X... 20.

recipes were published, the reproduction whereof would

serve no purpose.

None of the colors produced on these lines attain the

fastness of true chrorae-irou-khaki, nor do they oflFer any

advantage in price, even when the various so - called

catechu-substitutes, sucIt as the "Katechin" Reyscher-

Barmen, are used in the place of catechu, cutch or

gam bier.

—

Of some slight general interest htiwever mit^ht be the
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Jessie Stewart, in so far as it draws attention to the

tinctorial valne of a material not hitherto utilised, namely

the shells or husks of the pods of the cotton plant. The

invention is described in the following manner:

"My invention relates to improvements in dyeing and

which improvements are specially useful in the production

of certain fast shades, known us khaki, and in dyeing

fabrics in fast colom-s in browns, drabs and greenish yellows.

I have discovered that, if the outer shells or husks of

the pods of the cotton plant, which have hitherto been

regarded as a waste-product, be extracted by boiling in water,

on decanting and straining the resulting solution, a

clear brown liquid is obtained, which on evaporation at a slow

rate leaves a glossy brown residue. This clear liquid, or a

solution ofthe residue in water, forms a most valuable dyestulf,

not unlike catechu in its properties, for which it may in

many cases be used as a substitute, and which is easily

oxidised and rendered insoluble by a bath of luchromate

of polash or by mere exposure to the air. A convenient

strength of extract is obtained by boiling 1 lb. of pods

in 1 6 gallons of water and carefulty straining the resulting

brown liquid; an extract of about this strength will give

good results, though the final colour will be the deeper, the

stronger this extract is made. The colouring matter can

be obtained in a pure state by evaporating a strong .extract

of the pods to dryness, and in this condition is more

portable than the pods are, and if used in this form, it

must be redissolved in the requisite quantity of hot water.

To cause the colour to penetrate the fibre of the
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material to be dyed. I may use a l)atli of myrobalans as

a mordant, and to vary the lolour produced. I may add

salts of irou or copper or other salts to the hath, as is

well understood in the working of astringent dyes.

In order to produce the very fast and permanent dye

of the peculiar shade, known as khaki, I proceed as

follows:—To each gallon of the hot or boiling solution

of the extract, obtained from cotton pods as above described.

I add about 1 drachms of myrobalans and about 1
'

..,
grains

of sulphate of irou or other like salt of irou. (the particular

quantity of the salt depending on the shade of khaki

required, l)ut the more iron is xised the greener will be

the final shade), and in the bath, either hot or boiling, I

steep the fabric to be dyed and then leave it to soak

for some hours, after which I pass it through, or rinse it

in, water and then either dry it or not. Tlie fal)ric is

then steeped in a, warm l)atli of a weak solution of

bichromate of })otash, after which it is thoroughly washed,

dried and finished. [I have also discovered that in the

above process the cotton pod extract may be replaced l)v

catechu or by extract prepared in like manner from the

bark of the Babool Tree, and if the same process is carried

out, a very fast khaki dye will be proiluced. nnd if catechu

is employed, a bath of 2(1 grains of catechu 1o the gallon

will give good results.]

The cotton jiod extract is of great value as a colouring

matter, in that it is produced from a waste product and

is therefore very cheap and easy to abtain. Its shades are

easily modified from browns to yellows and yellowish

greens by the use of suitable salts ; it produces a faster
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(lye thnu even catechu, aiid fabrics, steeped in a weak liot

solution of the extract and then left to oxidise in the air

without further treatment, will be found to have taken a

colour, varying from pinkish brown to brown, which is

unaltered by washing with soap and even boiling.

As a further instance of the way, in which the cotton

pod extract may be used insteul of catechu, it will be

found that a bath containing 1 oz. of pods and 10 grains

of acetate of copper to the gallon, used hot and witii a

subsequent bichromate of potash bath, will dye a fast

lirowu shade, or with nitrate or sulphate of copper (instead

of acetate) a yellowish brown shade will lie obtained. This

of course is merely the substitulion of the extract tor

catechu in a well known catechu process."—
A combination of Iron- and cliromiumoxide with aliza-

rine-blue form the subject-matter of the english patent

No. 3604 A. D. 1898 granted to John Thomas Reid and

Henry Thorp, the manner, in which this combination is

effected, being described thus

:

— "In carrying our invention iuto effect, we first scour

the fibrous materials, to free them from all impurities,

then dry, and when dry may or may not run them through

a bath of oleine oil in the proportion of, say, two quarts

of oil to sixteen gallons of water, although in practice

we have not found this essential, as equally good results

are obtained either with or without the oleine oil bath.

We then dry the fibrous materials and afterwards

impregnate them with the following dye liquor:—
IVenty gallons of a solution of acetate of chromium

(20 degrees Twaddle).
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Twenty gallons of a solution of acetate ol iron (12 <1e-

gree.s Twaddle).

Eight ounces of alizanne blue S., dissolved in four

gallons of a solulion of bisulphite ol soda m- potash

(54 degrees Twaddle).

Wlien thoroughly impregnated with the alxive liquor,

we mangle the fibrous materials and then dry them.

We then age the fibrous materials or steam them,

and sul)sequently develop and fix the colour, by passing

the fibrous materials through an alkaline J);iili comjiosed

say of

sixteen gallons of water,

eight pounds of common soda,

three gallons of lime water,

but we may employ any other suitable alkali or alkaline

solution, except a soluble silicate in the process described

in the specification of Gatty's patent numbered 7041

ot 1H97.

Wc then by prefei-once soap the fii)rous matcriiils and

fiuidly wash and dry them.

For full or dark shades we may repeat the above

process as often as recpiired, and may vary the propoitions

for different shades as required.

In place of Ihe iilizariue blue S., we might employ

ordinary alizarine lilue, galleiu, coernlein, or like products

of anthracene; and in place of the acetntes we might

employ ;niy other suitable salts ol' clironiinni and iron

Having now particularly described and ascertaineil

the nature of our saiil invention and in what manner the

same is to l)e performed, w(> declare, that wi' are aware
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of the patent numbered 11456 of 1884 granted to F. A.

Gatty, as well as the afore-said patent numbered 7041 of

1897 gi-anted to F. A. Gatty and Company Limited and

V. H. Gatty, and we desire it to be understood, that we

do not herein make any claim to any of the inventions

claimed in the specifications of the said letters patent,

but what we claim is:

—

"The process of dyeing vegetable fibrous materials cer-

tain fast and permanent colours known as "khaki" shades,

which process consists essentially in impregnating the

fibrous materials with a mixed solution of alizarine blue S.,

chromium and iron salts, then drying, ageing or steaming,

and developing the colour by treatment with an alkali,

substantially as herein set forth."—

s, Khaki shades ou textile fal>rics,
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Sewiiig true khakicolorcd cottoiicloth.

The geueral adoptiou of true kbaki-colored cotton-

cloth is seriously restricted by the difficulty experienced in

sewing. The dyeing-process weights the cloth to the extent

of about 10 percent, this gain being entirely due to metallic

oxides, precipitated in and upon the fil)re. These oxides

offer to the needle a considerable amount of resistance,

to that degree, that they heat or even break it. The seams

easily tear, so that khaki-colored coats and other garments

will not stand much wear and tear. Even the best

English goods show needleholes, where the fibres appear rent,

broken or torn, and this holds good also with the best

longstaple cotton, so that the niateriixl appears by no

means suitable for iirmy- clothing. With tents, were the

seams are comparatively few and coarse, the objection is

not so serious, and it is more than counterbalanced by

the extraordinary fastness to atmospheric influence.

It appeared indicated to study to what extent the

brittle nature of the fabric might be remedied by the

application, before or after dyeing, of certain "sottenings'*.

In order to elucidate at the same time the effect of oiling

on the shade, parallel-dyeings were made upon bleached

cloth, oiled with a 10 percent turkey-red oil solution and

airdried (pattern No. 21) and not oiled (pattern No. 22).
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No. 21.

No. 22.

6*
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The luordaut employed consists of: water 12 gallons,

chrome-alum 37'J2 lbs. nitrate of iron 90.6° Tw. 4*|2 pints

acetate of iron 25°Tw. 3 gills. The goods were passed

through carbonate of soda and steamed, as described

formerly, but without aftertreatraent with silicate, and finally

soaped at 50° C. with 4 oz. of soap per gallon.

A comparison shows that preparatory oiling adds

nothing to the depth of the shade, nor could there, iu

spite of the soft and oily feel, be registered any improve-

ment as regards sewing.

Equally futile in the latter respect proved treatment

with a 10 percent glycerin solution after dyeing, or a

corresponding addition of glycerine to the mordant, nor

does a final hot soaping make any difference.

During the debut of khaki, iu Germany at least,

considerable confusion prevailed. The absence of a sound

official test favoured sophistication to such an extent, that

even garment-dyers were enabled to share in the amiy-

oontracts, whilst the prices tendered were in many instances

so low, as to preclude from the outset the use of so

laborious and costly a process, as that indispensable for

the genuine article. A test actually iu use at the time

consisted iu boiling the fabric in a 4 percent solution of

oxalic acid!— Another test was the spottest with

strong hydrochloric or strong nitric add. The eflect of

this test on the dyeings already sampled and on some

to follow, shall here be tabulated.
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Spottest with strong hydrochloric acid.

No. of pattern
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Spottest witli strong nitric acid.

No. of pattern

operated upon
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Even in England things do not appear to have been

managed much better, for, according to my informant, the

only government-test for khaki-colored cottons consisted in

one hour's l)oi]ing in a 8 oz. of carbonate of soda per

gallon, with replacement of the evaporated water. Such

a test admits of the unrestricted use of coaltar colors,

renders oxide-dyeing superfluous and will go far to explain

the fact, that amongst a large quantity of cottoncloth

imported from England via Hamburg during the China

troubles there was rarely a piece of genuine khaki.

The official test for khaki-colored woollens, according

to the "Dyer" is merely this: (1) 20 minutes boiling in

weak carbonate of soda, (2) 30 minutes steeping in dilute

cold peroxide of hydrogen. This is to serve as a criterion

for fastness to washing and soap and to light and air!

It is evident that such tests cannot serve to

distinguish between true metallic oxide dyeings and imitations.

With a little practice however a simple immersion in

acidulated chloride of lime solution suffices, in case an

analytical method, such as the prussiate-test, should be

declined, to give all the information desired, for there is not

at present extant a single artificial khaki-dye, but what is

either considerable altered or entirely bleached by chlorine.

As to the value of the various tests suggested

previously, it may be gathered from the subjoined tables;

the reagents employed being those specified on pages 27

and 30.
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That the severe ordeal, to which these dyeings were

submitted, can and shall have a diagnostic value only,

is selfevident, for practically fabrics will never be thus

maltreated with acids and with chloride of lime. In any

case, the fact becomes patent that, as regards fastness

to light, metallic oxide colors are paramount ; this, the creams

and bufifs, produced with iron salts, have proved long ago.

In passing to khaki shades produced with organic dyestiiffs,

it may emphatically be said, that none of these attain

the solidity to weather, which distinguishes chrom-iron-

khaki. The defects of the latter, as regards its fitness

for sewing, are however so serious, that its scope is

exceedingly limited. In my opinion it should be used

for tent-cloth only.
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Shades ])ro(luce(l with oiijaiiic (lyestiifTs.

Berlin A. G.

No 23.

Propoi'tioDS employed:

sulphurbrown 2G 1.5 percent.

calcined carbonate of soda. 5 „

sulphide of soda 2 „

salt (per gallon) 4 oz.

Raise the bath to the boil and add the soda; dissolve

the dyestuff in some of the hot liquor under addition of

sulphide of soda; pour into the bath and finally add the salt.

Wooden or iron vessels are to be used only.

Dye at the boil for 1 hour.
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Berlin A. G.

No. 24.

Dye with 1.5 percent of sulphurbrowli G as with No. 23.



— ;c.

Farbenfabriken vorm. Fr. Bayer & Co.. Elberfeld.

No. 25.

Proportions employed:

katigeue yellowbrown G G . . 4.4 2)erceut.

katigene green 2 B 0.067 „

sulphide of soda 2 ,

calc. carbonate of soda ... 2 ,

sulphate of soda xals .... 7.5 „

Enter at the boil and continue boiling for 1 hour.

Rinse and fix in a hot solution of

sulphate of copper ... 4 percent.

acetic acid 5 ,

Rinse and dry.

—
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Farbenfabriken vorm. Fr. Bayer &. Co., Elberfeld.

No. 2e.

(Matching the plumage of the skylark
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Farbenfabriken vorm. Fr. Bayer & Co. Elberfeld.

No. 27.

(•Fieklgrey.i

Projiortions employed

:

katigene yellowbrowu GG

katigene blackbrown N.

katigeneblack SW. . . .

katigene gi'een 2 B. . .

sulphide ol' soda ....

ealc. carb. soda

sulphate o( soda xals. .

4.9 percent

2.1 „

1.75 .,

0.7

4

W

Additions required

for standing bath:

H.8 jiercent

1.4

1.2 „

0.47 „

l.f)

1

Enter at boil and continue boiling for 1 liour.

Rinse well and fix per 30 minutes in a liot hath of:

sulphate of copper 3 percent

acetic acid 3 „

Rinse and dry.
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Farbwerk Mijhlheim vorm. A. Leonhardt & Co.

Proportions employed

:

pyrolbronce G. . . 3.3 percent

pjrrolbrown G. . . 0.3 ,,

pyrolblack B. cone. 0.04 ,,

Dissolve the dyestuff in 25 times its weight of boiling

water and twice its weight of sulphide of soda; pour

into the boiling bath and hereafter add 10 percent of

calc. carb. of soda.

Dyeing is best done in the jigger. The goods are

well wetted out before entering and run for one-half

hour near the boil ; continue for another hour, whilst

adding 20 percent of salt in 3 to 4 lots

Finally rinse and dry.
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Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius A Briining. Hbchst o. M.

No. 29.

Proportions employed

:

thiogenebrown G.

thiogeuebrowii R.

calc. carb. soda

sulphate soda

1.5 percent

1

10

Enter boiling, continue for 1 hour, rinse well and

fix in a hot bath of

bichromate of potash 2 percent

sulphate of copper 2 „

acetic acid . . . 2 ,,

Rinse and dry.

—



Society for Chemical Industry, Basle.

Proportions employed:

1 ^4 percent by weight of cloth of the following

mixture

pyrogene catechu 2G. 50 parts

P3rrogenebrowu G. .22 ,,

pyrogeneyellow M. .28 „

After dyeing fix by working for 20 minutes at

70— SO" C. in a bath containing

sulphate of copper 1 percent by weight of cloth

acetic acid . . 1

No. 30.

Thuis. Kh.iki >li:uk-s oji textile fabrics
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Kalle & Co., Biebrich o. Rh.

No. 31.

Directions

;

(a). Enter into a tioiliiig bath of

thionbrown G. . . O.G pei-cent

snl))h;iiiiliiilii()Wii4n. O.;!

carbonate of soda .10 ,,

sulphide of soda . 5 .,

Work for 15 minutes at the boil and contiinic

for '^
, hour, whilst cooling slowly,

(b). Rinse,

(c). Dry.

P.S. When working from a standing Itath, lesser

quantities of dyestulf etc. are employed.
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Leopold Cassella &. Co., Frankfort o. M.

Directions:

(a). Dye at the boil with:

immedial darkbrowii A. 0.4 percent

immedial yellow D. . . 1.3 ,,

immedial black NG. . . 0.06 „

with the addition of

sulphide ot soda .... 2/.S oz. 1

I per
caustic soda 76.0" Tw. . . 3 drams

1
gallon

salt 1 oz. )

(b). Fix at the boil in a separate bath of:

sulphate of copper 2 percent

bichromate of potash .... 1 ,,

acetic acid 3 ,,

(c). Rinse.

(d). Dry.

P. S. The above quantities are actually consumed.

No. 32.
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Levinstein Ltd.. IVIanchester.

No. .33.

Pro])ortions einployefl

:

tliionolbrown fi 1 percent

dianolyellow B 0. 1

2

thionolblack 0. T. X. . . . O.ds

calc. cai'b. soda H

sulphide of soda 4

salt 10

Enter at the boil, continue for 1 liour, r'm><o and dry,



Read Holliday & Sons Ltd. Huddersfield.

Proportions employed

:

amidazol-gambier 2,5 percent

calc. carb. soda 5

salt 10

Enter cold, raise to the boil within 30 minutes, l)oil

another 30 minutes, rinse and dry.

No. 34.
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Read Holliday & Sons Ltd. Huddersfield.

Xo. 35.

Proportion employed

:

titan orange 0.6 percent

ingrain black 'J B (t.04 „

ingrain black W (1.05 „

salt 10 „

Enter cold, raise to the boil within .><• minutes, boil

another 30 minutes, rinse and dry. —
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Societe Anonyme des Matieres Colorantes etc.

de St. Denis, Paris.

Dye at the boil with

cachou de Laval 1 percent

thiocatechine F 0.5 ,,

carbonate of soda 10 ,,

salt 10 „

Rinse.—Fix in a boiling bath of

bichromate of potash 2.5 ,,

sulphate of copper 2.5 ,,

sulphuric acid 5
,,

Rinse and dry.

—

No. 36
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Aniline color works vorm. J. R. Geigy. Basle.

No. 37.

Dye for 1 hour in the jigger with

eclipse-brown 3 G. ...... . 1 perceut

eclipse-black B 0.12 „

carbonate of soda '•)

sulphide of soda 3 ,,

sulphate of soda (per gallon) 2/o oz.

Hereafter fix with

bichromate of potash 1 percent

sulphate of copper 1 ,,

acetic acid 2 ,,
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The snbjoiuecl tiihles show the behaviour of the

pveceediug khaki-imitations if submitted to the same tests,

as previously applied to metallic oxide khaki.

No. of



Khaki in calicopriiitiiig.

A.

Metallic oxide khaki.

Amongst the English patents n-hitiug to kliaki. ihcrt'

is one, which ivlso makes inovision ("or figured effects,

naiiu Iv patent No. 7888 A. D. 1899 gianiid to F. J. Homocks.

That i)art of the siiecificatiou, relating to plain shades

exclusively, has already been quoted on page 41. Further

on the patentee exjjresses himself as follows

:

— „If I desire to figure or pattern the fabrics, I engrave

the surface of the top-squeezing-roUer with the desired

pattern, and when squeezing out the excess of liquor, the

parts under the figui-es, if sunk below the surface of tlie

roller, then contain an excess of liquor, while those parts,

which have been pressed upon by the uuremoved surface

of the engraved roller, contain less of the liquor, and

when the fabric is passed through the alkaline solution,

these figures or parts, which have an excess of liquor, are

much darker, than the giound work, out of which more of

the liquor has been squeezed.

Tills figuring can only be done, when the fabric goes

from one liquor (the mixed solutions of oxide of copper

and of iron) direct to the other (tlie alkaline solution)." —
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Whatever he the actual value of such effects, thej

could cloul)tless]y he produced iu a uuich safer uiauner and

nuich neater, by first paddiug the cloth in a vv^eak mordant,

drying, printing with a suitable paste and hereafter passing

it through the necessary developing and fixing liquors.

—

For a direct khakiprint Lauber, in the "Monatsschrift

fur Farber und Drucker", No. 4, 1900 gives verbatim the

following formula:

pyrolignite of iron . . . 2,5 gallons

chloride of manganese . 5,5 lbs. boil

green copperas .... 5,5 „ together,

sugar of lead 11 ,, ( cool and

starch 3 ,, add

british gum 1,5 ,,

nitrate of iron 67° Tw. 12 oz.

Print, dry and pass through alkali.

This produces a medium cutch; by increasiiig or

reducing the proportion of manganese and iron salts, the

shade may be varied at will.

—

—^As regards discharge-work on true chrome-iron

khaki, the translator begs have to say this much : White

patterns are readily produced by pi-inting with thickened

limejuice, if necessary strengthened with citric acid, passing

through the Mather-Platt and washing. The color has to

be considerably stronger, than what is currently employed

for the old style of black and white ; an acidity equal to

1,5 lbs. of citric acid per gallon should however suffice in

all cases.

If an adequate amount of citrate of soda be added

to such a white, it will be capal^le of resisting a vanadium



or copper-anilineblack, so that white patterns on Kliaki

under hlack covers may be produced.

If on the other hmid powdereil yellow prussiate lie

added to a discharge white of increased acidity, a bright

pattern of prussiau blue will result. Steaming has to

occuppy several minutes ; the print is then rinsed in hot

water, in such a manner, that the air may further develop

and fix the blue.

During the summer of li)0(», there was a passing

demand for bright red spots, stripes and other simple

figures on khaki-twills for dressgoods. This effect is got

without particular difficulty, by grounding the dyed fabric in

the usual naphthol-oil-prepare, printing in a diazored, ade-

quately acidulated with citric acid, ageing in the Mather-

Platt, rinsing and soaping.

—

B.

Khaki with artificial organic dyestuffs.

Apart from patterns No. 38—45. I'ormulae for the

produition whereof are attached, the shades sampled as

No. 23 and No. 21 and dyed with sulphurbrown G. and

2 G. of the Berlin A. G. may be discharged with the

following printing-paste

:

chlorate of soda 77" Tw. (being a

solution of .53 oz of chlorate in

G gills of water) 2'^ lb.

british gum i\i^^-

boil, cool

and add
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powdered red prussiate V\.,07..

citric acid 3'jjOz.

Steam 1 — 8 mimites, wash and soap.

Discharge efiects may also be produced with tinpaste

on khakis, dyed with certain "diaminecolors" (Cassella),

the solidity wherof to light may first be improved by

aftertreatment with copper and bichromate. A shade,

matching pattern No. 1 can for example be got with

diaminecatechine B. . .0.1 percent

diamineyellow N. powder 0.5 ,,

diamineblackblne B. . . 0.02 ,,

Dye as usual, adding pro gallon of bath soap

I dram, soda 1 dram and phosphate of soda ^ig oz.

—

A similar shade is got with

diaminecatechine B. .0.09 percent

diamineyellow N. powder 0.45 ,,

diamineblackblne . . . 0.01 ,,

Dye as before and hereafter treat at the boil with

:

bichromate of potash 1 percent, sulphate of copper

1 percent, acetic acid 1 percent.

—

Discharge-whites for these shades are the following:

(1). Ferro cyanide of tin discharge.

wheatstarch 4 oz.

water 3 gills
boil together

white dextrine 1 lb.

citric acid 4 oz.
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add whilpt wavm

tincrystals 2 lbs.

Stir well, cool and adil

red pnissiate 1 lli. I dissolved

watei* 1 gill sejiarately

guiusolution (1:1) -', gills | audcooled

)il togc'tiier;

(2). Acetate of tin discharge.

wheatstarch . . . . I'i4 lb.

acetate of tin 28.4 "Tw. 4 gills

dextrine 20 oz.

citric acid 8 oz.

add whilst warm

tincrvstnls .... 1'^ lb:

cool and add

acetate of soda . . . 5—7 oz.

A little alkalibliie niav lie added to either color, to

improve the white. Stciini in tlie Matlier-riiiii and wash.
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Badische Anilin- und Soda-Fabrik Ludwigshafen o. Rh.

Dyed with

kryogeuebrown G.

kryogeuebrown

Discharge white

:

0.9 percent

G;35

chiuaclay 1 lb.

water l'|4 gill

I

make iuto

[ a paste

and add

gumsolutiou (1:1) . . . 5 gills

chlorate of soda . . . 2 lbs.

Heat together, cool and add

:

powdered tartaric acid . l'|4 lb.

,, red prussiate . 3 oz.

Print, dry, age 7 minutes in the Mather-Platt, rinse

and soap slightly.

No. 38.
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Farbenfabriken vorm. Fr. Bayer & Co.. Elberfeld.

Nu. 3-.t.

Pad in Koechlin's alkalinc-chronieniovilnnt, \va«li. ilrv

and print witli:

gum 2 lbs.

water 5 gills

crushed citric acid . I'.lbs.

crushed tartaric acid 1 Hi.

Pass through tlie ]\lathcr-l'latt. wash and dye for

1 hour at the boil with

anthracenebrowu (i.(i. )>asie 1.") percent

alizarine yellow R. paste (».fi2r) „

alizarine-viridine F.F. jiaste 0.12.")

acetic acid 0" Tw. . . 10 ,,

glue solution i»ro l)eck . 1 ([uarl.

Wasli -thoroughly and dry.

—
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Farbenfabriken vorm. Fr. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld.

Dye the bleached cloth at the boil with

chrysophenine 0.25 percent.

benzochromebrown B 0.1 „

beuzochromebrown G 0.1 „

direct-deep-black E. W. . . . 0.02

sulphate of soda 10

calc. carb. soda 2 „

Wash well, dry, print, steam for 1 minutes, wash and dry.

Printing color;

No. 40.

1 part by weight of "discharge paste*)"

2 parts by weight of tragacanth - starch

thickening.

*) "Discharge paste"

:

wheatstarch

acetate of tin 32.4° Tw
gumsolution 1:1

water

add whilst hot tincrystals

when lukewarm add

crushed citric acid 4

'/4 lb.

quart

pint

quart

lb.

boil

together

;

textile fabrics.
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Farbwerk Mlihlheim vorm. Leonhardt & Co., Miihlheim o. M.

No, 41.

I'roportioiis eniployt'd for jiiig-dytuug:

pyiolhronce G M,8 percent

pyrolbrowu G 0.3 „

pyrolblack B. cone. . . 0.0-i „

Dissolve the dyestiiil in double the weight ol siilpliide

oC soda and 25 times the weight of boiling water, pour

into the l)oiling bath and hereafter add 10 percent of

Ciilciued carbonate of soda.

Enter the wet goods and run at the boil for ', bour;

then ran for another half-hour, whilst adding "JO percent

of salt in .S— 1 lots.

li'iiise ami dry.

—
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Discharge white:

british gum 1 lOparts by weight jboil together

chlorate of soda 76.6" Tw. 126 „ „ „ j and add

chinaclay 62 „ „ „

cool and add

citric acid solution (1:1) 36 „ „ „

chlorate of alumina 53° Tw. 35 „ „ „

crushed red prussiate ... 7 „ „ „

Print, dry, pass through the Mather-Platt, soap hot

with '4 oz. of soap and \ oz. of calcined carbonate of soda

per gallon, rinse and dry.

—

Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius & Brilning,

Hoechst 0. M.

No. 42.

7*
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I" operation:

Pad with "chromemordant G. A. II" l'^ lit.

british gum paste . . . \\ lb.

glycerine 8 oz.

water —
to make 2'j, gallons

2"" operation:

Dry and print with

british gum 2 ll)s.

citrate of ammonia 48.2 " Tw. 1 pint

sulphite of potash . 90" Tw. 1', 11).

water 3 pints

Steam for 'jj hour.

3'" operation:

Wash for 15 minutes in 2 oz. of carbonate of soda

per gallon, rinse and dye 15 minutes cold, then 15 minutes

warm, then 15 minutes at 60" C; slowly raise to the boil

and continue boiling for another half-hour.

Dyebath

:

alizariuebrown paste 1.9 percent

alizariueycllow G.G. paste . . . . 1.1-i ,,

alizarinegreen S. paste 0.56

water: 50 times the weight of cloth,

acetic acid: 2 drams per gallon.
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Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius & Briining,

Hoechst 0. M.

No. 43.

Twocolor print.

Blotch.

phosphiue 1 gram

leather-yellow 0.6

methyleuegreen extrayellovv D. 0.3

acetine 20

glycerin 20

acetic acid 12° T\v. . . .100

gmnsolution (1:1). . . . 600

tartaric acid .
•

. . . 1

acetic tannin solution (1:10) 80

water 177

1 kilo.
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Spray:

nietliyleiielieliotrope 0. . . 1 unim

methyleneviolet 8 R.A. . . 1 ,.

acetic acid 12" T\v. ... 100 ,,

acetine 2(1

glycerin oO ,.

starchpaste OOO ,,

tartaric acid 2..")
,,

acetic tannin solution (1:10) 25 ,,

water 218 ,,

1 kilo

Steam tor 1 hour, pass througli tartar emetic, rinse

and soap.

Leopold Cassella &. Co.. Frankfort o. M.

No. 'II.
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D^^e lioiliug on the jigger with

:

thioflaviueS . . . 2.3 °|o

(liaminecatechiue 3 G 1 .3 ,,

diaminecatechiue B . 0.4 ,,

calc. carb. soda. . . "« oz.
\

\ per gallon,
calc. sulph. soda . . 2 oz.

J

Rinse, dry and print as follows

:

Yellow: This color, due to the thioflavine used

for the bottom, requires merely a tin-

discharge-paste, made l^y boiling together:

wheatstarch . . . . 4 oz.

acetate of tin 2S"Tw. . 1 pint

white dextrine ... 8 oz.

citric acid 1,5 -,

Green: In '
[2

gill acetic acid G^Tw. and '!., gill

of water dissolve -jg oz. of thioflavine T

and 'jg oz. of brilliant -green,— thicken

with 'j2 gill of gum solution,—add 'jj gill

of acetic-tannin- solution (1:1) and work

the whole into I'i.giH of the aliove tin-

discharge-paste.

Darkbrowu: In '^., gill acetic acid 9" Tw., 'I^ gill

of acetine and 'I3 gill of water dissolve

12 drams of paraphosphine R, 2 drs.

of safranine S 150 and 1',, drs. of

crystalviolet 5 B. Add 2'[., drs. of

tartaric acid in '^ gill of water. Work

the whole into 1'}, gills of tragacanth-

starch-paste and finally add '2 gill

of acetic-tanuin-solution (1:1).
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Lightbrown : Darkbrown, reduced fi times. —
After printing steam for '2—

"I4 hour, pass through

tartar-emetic and wash.

Leopold Cassella &. Co., Frankfort 0. M.

X... 4.^.

Print with anilineblack and hereafter dye with

diamine-fast-yellow P. ... 0.7 percent

diamine catechine B 0..") „

calc. carli. soda '4 oz. J per

calc. sulphate of soda ... ';, oz.) gallon



Khaki on lineu and jute.

In so far as the dyeing of linen and jute is carried

out on tlie same lines as that of cotton, the methods

already described for the production of chrome-iron khaki

are also available in this instance.

It will however be found that, even when the same

particulars are adhered to, the dyeings on 'linen, though

they satisfactorily resist all other reagents, are less fast

to washing (that is one-hours boiling with 5 drams of

soda and 12 drams of soap per quart), than those on

cotton. This has no doubt to be ascribed to the closer

texture and lesser permeability of the linenfibre; the

metallic oxides are percipitated in part on the surface and

are consequently more liable to be removed, particulaily

by friction.

It has somelimes been said that chrome-ivon khaki

is altogether unsuitable for linen; this is going too far,

but nevertheless certain precautions are indispensable, in

order to attain good results. Before all, the goods must be

thoroughly wetted out; they should for this purpose be

given at least 10—12 ends at the boil in the jigger and

hereafter be washed. They are then, without previous

drying, ready for dyeing. Repeated passages through the

mordant and the alkali, all without intermediate drying,

are required, and each turn through soda should be followed

by a thorough washing, by preference in a machine fitted



witli l>eiiter.s, so that all the loost' oxide may he removed

before reentering tiie mordant. In this manner shades

fast to washing can l)e got.

As lineu-goods are at the outset more dilticult to

sew than cotton ones, the particular drawbacks attached

to oxide-dyeings become all the more pronounced in the

present instance.

As regards the production ofkhakishadcs l)v combining

wood colors with metals, what has been said on pages

5S— 60 holds equally good with linen.

Herzfeld, in "Die Praxis der Farberei" (M. Krayn,

Berlin) gives the following recipes:

I. Light mode (for 55 lbs. of linencloth).

Work at oO" C. in a bath containing 2 oz. of tannic

acid and sadden in the same bath with 5'_, ll»s. of pyro-

liguite of iron.

II. Medium mode (for ."),") lbs. of linencloth).

Set the bath with catechu 2 lbs., tannic acid •') oz.

and (juercitron-extract (solid) 2 oz.; work at 40" C. and sadden

in the same bath with 4'., lbs. of nitrate of iron.

III. Dark mode (for 5.") lbs. of line cloth).

Set the batli with ciitechu .')', lbs., tannic ncid S oz..

querciiron-extract 4 oz.; work at 40" C. an<l siiddcii with

6'.. lbs. of nitrate of iron.

IV. Olive mode (for 55 lbs.).

Set the bath with catechu :>', lbs., quercitron-

extract :V, lbs. and tannic acid 4 oz.; work at 40"('.

and sadden in the same bath with 6'
, lbs. of nitrate of iron.

V Drab (for 55 ll)s.).
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Set the bath with catechu 2', lbs., sulphate of copper

oz. and logwood-extract 10 oz. ; work at 40" G. ; sadden

in the same bath with 12 oz. of green copperas and hereafter

develop in a fresh bath at 60" C. with 1 lb. of bichromate

of potash.

—

Khakishades on linen, produced with artificial organic

coloring matters are shown on the subjoined patterns

No. 46-51.

Berlin A. G.

0.75 percent:

0.12

No. 46.

Proportions employed

:

sulphurbrown G. . .

columbiayellow . . .

carb. soda

sulphide of soda . .

sulphate of soda . .

Work for 1 houi- at SO" C, rinse and dry.
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Farbenfabriken vorm. Fr. Bayer &. Co., Elberfeld.

No. 47.

Dye at the boil with:

katigeuechronielirown 5 G. . . . O.fi percent,

katigenej-ellowbrown G. G. . . . 1 ,,

katigeneolive G. N 0.0.') „

calc. carb. soda 2 ,,

sulphide of soda 1..") ,,

calc. sulphate of soda 5 „

turkeyred oil ;5 ,,

Hereafter fix at 80" C. iu separate bath contaiuing:

bichromate of potash ... 3 percent,

sulphate of copper .... 8 „

acetic acid .S „

The above quautities are actually cousumed, the bath

being practically exhausted.
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Farbenfabriken vorm. Fr. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld.

Dye at the boil with:

katigenechromebrowu 5 G. ... 0.75 percent,

katigeneyellowbrown G. G. . . . 1

katigeneolive G. N 0.70

calc. carb. soda 2

sulphide of soda 2.5

sulphate of soda 5

turkeyred oil 3

Hereafter treat in a separate bath with:

bichromate of potash ... 3 percent,

sulphate of copper .... 3 ,,

acetic acid 3 ,,

The above quantities are actually consumed, the bath

being practically exhausted. —

No. 43.
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Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius & Briining, Hoechst o. M.

No. I'.i.

Dye at the hoil witli:

thiogenebrown 2 G O.G percent.

oxydiaiiilyellow 0.1 ,,

calc. carb. soda 2

salt 5 ,,

Fix in a hot balh containing:

sulphate of copper 0.75 percent.

bichromate of potash .... 0.7") ,,

acetic acid 2
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Leopold Cassella & Co., Frankfort o. M.

Dye at the boil with:

iinmedialbrowu E. E 0.6 percent.

immedialdarkbrowu A 0.5 .,

immedialyellow D 1.1 ,,

carbonate of soda '., oz.

sulphide of soda 1 oz. per

turkeyred oil . . . \ oz. gallon.

sulphate of soda %to. 1'., oz.

Hereafter treat in a separate boiling bath with:

bichromate of potash 1.5 percent.

sulphate of copper 1.5 ,,

acetic acid 3 ,,

Rinse and dry.

The above quantities of dyestuff are actually consumed

and as much more is required in setting the bath, as

corresponds with its volume.

—

No. .^0.
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Leopold Cassella & Co.. Frankfort o. M.

No. 51.

"Fieldgrey".

Dyed at the boil with:

immedialolivc B 0.5 percent.

iraraedialdarkbrowu A O.-t „

imraedialblack N. G 1.15 „

carbonate ol' soda '^ oz. \

snlphide of soda 1 oz. I per

turkeyredoil '4 oz. gallou.

sulphate of soda -,to I'jOz.

Fix at the boil in a separate l)ath with:

bichromate of potash 1.5 percent.

sulphate of co|)per 1.5 ,,

acetic acid 3 ,,

The above dyestiift (juantities are actually taken up and

as much more is required in setting the bath, as corresponds

with its volume.—



Kliaki on wool and unions.

Though solid khakishades can be produced on wool

by ovdinaiy methods, metallic oxide colorings have never-

theless been produced even on this material.

There are on record 2 English patents, relating to

this subject.

The one, granted to Frederick Albert Gatty, No. 9286

A. D. 1886, rests on the following specification:

— "My improvements relate to the fixing of oxide of

chromium, or oxide of chromium combined with a certain

proportion of chromic acid, upon wool or other animal

fibres in their raw or manufactured state.

In place of boiling the wool or other animal fibre

with chromate of soda or chromate of potash and sul-

phuric acid or other acid, as generally practised in dyeing

wool, I apply the chromate of soda or chromate of potash

with the requisite quantity of sulphuric acid to set the chromic

acid free at the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere

or only slightly warmed.

After the wool has been worked from one to two

hours in the acid chromate solution, it is washed and then

subjected to the action of boiling water or steam to

deoxidise the chromic acid fixed upon the wool and thus

form oxide of chromium. The wool or other animal

fibres, treated as described above, is then ready for dyeing

in the usual way.

TUeis, Khaki shades ou textile fabrics. S
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For certain colours some chromic acid in combination

with the oxide of chromium is required. For such colours

the wool, prepared with the acid chromate, is exposed for

a shorter time to the action of boiling water or steam,

than the time required for the decomposition of the whole

of the chromic acid.

In certain cases other substances, such as salts of

alumina, iron or tin may be fixed upon the wool in com-

bination with the oxide of chromium for such colours, as

require them either as mordants for dyeing, or as self-

colours.

And, in order that my invention may be fully under-

stood and readily carried into effect. I will proceed to

describe in detail a process for carrying out the same,

which process I find in practice gives good results.

The wool or other animal fibres, hereinafter refen-ed

to as wool only, which is to be dyed according to my

invention, may be either in its raw state or spun or made

into cloth, aud is first cleaned and prepared in the usual

way for dyeing. The wool, thus freed from oil and other

iin))in-itius, is then |)ut into a bath prepared as follows.

For each two hundred pounds weight of wool, woollen

yarn or cloth, I dissolve in three to four hundred gallons

of cold or nearly cold water from four io twelve pounds

of bichromate of potash or bichromate of soda, the

proportion of bichromate being varied according to the

quantity of oxide of chromium desired to be fixed upon

the wool, and to this solution I add from one half to three

t|uartt'rs of a pound of sulphuric acid for every pound of

l)ichroniate of potash or bichromate of soda dissolved.
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If, instead of the bichromates, the chromates of potash

or soda be used, the quantity of sulphuric acid must be

increased by, say, one half.

After the wool has been worked or moved about

in this solution, which I designate the chrome bath, for

from one to two hours or longer if required, it is taken

out and slightly washed and is then boiled in water for

from two to three hours, in order to more or less deoxidise

the chromic acid fixed upon the wool.

In order to hasten the deoxidising action of the boiling

water, one to two pounds of sulphuric acid of commerce

may be added to every hundred gallons of water employed.

The addition of a certain quantity of a vegetable acid, such

as oxalic or tartaric acid, or vegetable substance, such

as sugar or starch, will hasten the deoxidation still more,

but I prefer the use of boiling water, either witli or withoiit

sulphuric acid.

I have stated here, and also in describing the com-

position of the chrome bath, that I use sulphuric acid. It

will be obvious, however, to all chemists, that other mineral

acids might be employed instead. I prefer, however, to use

sulphuric acid, as being the best for this purpose and

the most economical.

When the wool has been sufficiently deoxidised, and

this can be easily seen by the change of colour from a

yellow to a green or greenish shade, it is taken out, and

if only water has been used, it is at once ready for dyeing

in logwood, or other dyewood or alizarine or other colouring

matter, in the usual way. If, however, sulphuric acid has
8*
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been used in the Itoiliug operation, the wool must be

washed in water, before being dyed.

In place of boiling the wool in water alter the chrome

bath, as hereinbefore described, it may be steamed for from

two to three hours, which operation will also deoxidise

the chromic acid upon the wool like the boiling in water.

In cases, where metallic salts are used in combination

with the oxide of chromium, if the substance required be

iron, I put a certain quantity of a salt of iron into the

chrome bath, and for this purpose I prefer to use sulphate

of peroxide of iron, which answers well, but other salts

of iron may also be used and good results obtained. If

alumina be required, I add alum, and i1 tin be required,

I add oxyniuriate of tin to the chrome batli.

The oxide of chromium alone, and oxide of chromium

combined with oxide of iron or chromate of iron, being

colom's in themselves, for such colours the wool need only

be washed alter the boiling in water or the steaming

operation and then dried."

—

The invention, protected by the subsequent patent

No. 29150 A. D. 1896 by F. A. Gatty &. Co. Ltd. and

V. H. Gatty, is described as follows:

"In caiTying the improvements into effect, we take a

solul)le salt of chromium ~ a soluble salt of iron and to

their solutions, or a mixture of them, we add sufficient

alkali to render the solutions basic.

For example, we take a solution of any soluble salt

of iron, such as the sulphate or acetate, of a strength of

about twenty degi-ees of Twaddles hydrometer, and mix

therewith an equal amount of a solution of any soluble
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salt of chrominm, such as the chloride or bisulphite of

the same strength, and add thereto sufficient of a solution

of carbonate of soda or other suitable alkali, to render

the solutions basic.

In performing this, we take the solutions of the

normal salts and add thereto a strong solution of car-

bonate of soda or other suitable alkali gradually and

with constant stirring, until the point is reached,

where the precipitate, which is at first formed, is no longer

redissolved. We find that, in the case of a mixture of

equal parts of the solutions of sulphate of iron and chloride

of chromium at twenty degrees of Twaddle's hydrometer, an

addition of three pounds of carbonate of soda crystals to

each four gallons of the mixed solutions is necessary to

produce the required result.

Where other salts or other proportions are used, the

requisite amount of alkali must be determined experimentally.

Or we take basic solutions of the two salts produced

in any other suitable and convenient way, such for instance,

as by adding to the solutions of the normal salts as

much of the hydroxides of the respective metals, as the

solutions will dissolve.

We vary the strength and relative proportions of the

two solutions of iron and chromium salts according to

the colour required. In a bath thus formed we immerse

the wool or woollen cloth or yarn, to be dyed, until satu-

rated, and wring or squeeze out the surplus liquor. The

wool absorbs the basic oxides or salts from their solution,

a longer immersion giving a fuller shade and vice versa,

but we prefer to regulate the shade as well as the colour
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by the strength and proportions of the iron and chromium

salts in the liquor used. The wool (or woollen goods)

may then be packed together and left wet for several hours

(suitable precautions being taken to prevent uneven" drying),

to complete the absorption of the basic oxides or salts,

or the wool may be subjected to the action of steam or

ammonia gas, or of steam and ammonia gas together, to

complete the fixation of the basic oxides or salts, or it

may simply be dried in any suitable way after wringing

out the surplus liquor, or we may use any of these

methods in combination. The wool is then washed, to

remove any surplus or unfixed colouring matter, and, after

drying, is then ready for use.

In like manner we may employ a single solution of

either a soluble salt of iron or of chromium, and after

rendering it basic with an alkali or otherwise, proceed

to dye wool or woollen cloth or yarn with it, as described

for the mixed basic solutions."

—

—According to Gardner, the desired result is attained

in a manner more simple, by first boiling the wool with

liichromate and tartaric acid, and herealter again with

sulpliate of iron merely.

—

In the production of khaki-shades on wool, wood-dyes

have l»een almost entii'el}' abandoned in favour of artificial

coloring matters, which yield results, answering all

requirements for fastness to milling and light.

The following formula from the Leipzigcr Farber-Zeitung

may nevertheless be quoted:
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Work for 4 hours at aliout 80" C, in a bath made

of catechu 10 lbs. and fustic 2 lbs.; hereafter add 1 lb.

of bichromate, boil for half-an-hour, lift, rinse and dry.

Berlin A. G.

No. 52.

Enter the wool at 60" C. in a l3ath containing

3 percent of "metachrome-mordant", raise to the boil and

boil for half-an-hour. Hereafter add 1 percent of ammonia

and the following dyestuffs:

metachromebrown B 0.1 percent.

metachromeorauge E 0.15 „

indocyanine B 0.035 „

metachromeyollow R 0.005 „

Boil for 2 hours and rinse.

—
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Berlin A. G.

First dye the wool, as shown with patteru No. 52, with:

by

weight

of

wool.

metachromebrown B 0.06 percent

metachromeorauge R 0.075 „

indocyanine B 0.017 ,,

nietachromcmordant .... 1.5 ,,

After rinsing, fill up in a separate cold batli with the

following cotton-colors

:

niicadoorange 4 R. 0.15 percent

curcumine S 0.5 ,,

columbiablue G 0.05 ,,

cale. sulphate of soda ... 10 „

Work for '^ hour and rinse.

weight

of

cotton.

No. 53. (Wool and cotton.
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Farbenfabriken vorm. Fr. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld.

No. 54.

Mordant with:

bichromate of potash 3 percent

cream of tartar ... 2.5

Dye with:

anthraceneyellow paste 3.8 percent

alizarineblueblack B. . . 0.02 „

anthracenebrown W. . . 0.15
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Farbwerke vorm. Nleister, Lucius & Briining, Hbchst o. M.

Dye witli

:

S. A. brown B. . . . 0.24 percent,

mordantyellow . . 0,16 ,,

chromotrope F 4 B. . 0.03

sulphate of soda . . 20 „

sulphuric acid .... 3 „

Hereafter treat with

:

bichromate of potash 1 percent.

No. 55.
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Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius & Briining, Hbchst o. M,

No. 56.

Dye with

:

chromogene 1 0.7 percent

alizarineyellow G.G.W. 0.00

chromotrope F -i B. . . 0.025 ,,

sulphate of soda ... 20 ,,

sulphuric acid 4 ,,

Hereafter develop with:

bichromate of potash 1 percent
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Kalle & Co., Biebrich o. Rh.

Dye with

:

naphtaminebrown 8 B. . . 0.07 percent

naphtamineyellow 0. . . . 0.85 ,,

chrysoplienine G 0.10 „

Biebrich patent black 4 AN. 0.02 „

orange II 0.07 „

sulphate of soda I'l^ oz. per gallon.

Enter at the boil and work for 1 hur.

No. 57.

(Half-wool)
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Kalle & Co., Biebrich o. Rh.

No. 58.

Produced with

:

salicinered G 0.05 percent.

salicineyellow G. ... 0.15 „

chromepatentblack NB. 0.13 „

sulphate of soda xals. 10 ,,

sulphuric acid .... 2 „

Enter just warm, raise to the boil within 20 minutes

and boil for 15 minutes ; hereafter add bichi-omate of

soda 0.5 percent and boil for another half-hour.
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Leopold Cassella & Co., Frankfort o. M.

Produced with

:

anthracenechromebrowu D. 0.3 percent,

anthraceueyallow BN. ... 0.1 ,,

sulphate ol" soda xals. . . 10 „

sulphuric acid 1 „

Enter just warm, raise to the boil in 30 to 40 nii-

luites, continue for I'j^ hour and hereafter develop by 30 mi-

nutes boiling in the same bath with

bichromate of potash . . . 0.5 i)ercent. —

No. 59.
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Leopold Cassella & Co., Frankfort o. M.

No. 60.

Produced with

:

anthraceuechromebrowu . 0.5 percent

anthraceueyellow BN. . . O.IS ,,

sulphate of soda xals. .10 ,,

sulphuric acid 1 „

Enter just warm, raise to the boil in .SO to 40 mi-

nutes, continue for 1'^ hour, then add

bichromate of potash . . 0.6 percent.

and boil for another half-hour.
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Leopold Cassella A Co., Frankfort o. M.

Produced with

:

diamine-fast-yellow B, 0.2S ]iorcent.

diiimiiieorange B. 0.25 „

diamiuecatechiue B. (1.14 .,

(lianiiiiogene extra 0.00 ,,

sulphate of soda xals. 1 3 oz. per gallon.

Enter at 60 " C, raise to the boil in 30 minutes,

and continue l)oiling for \ hour.

No. 61.

(Hiilf-wool).
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Khaki on silk and silkunions.

Khaki shades of satisfactory solidity are readily produced

upon these materials with coaltar-colors , — metallic

oxide or wood-colorings can therefore be dispensed with.

Kkaki shades can be got on silk under others with

the following dyestuffs or rather dyestufiF mixtures

:

I. azoflavine FF.

paste B. A. & S. F.azoocarmine G

nigrosine W.

II. solidyellow G.

azomagenta G. (or azogarnet S.)

induline B. (or alizarine-saphiroleB.)

III. Domingo-chromeyellow.

Domingo-chromeblack.

Domingo-chromered.

IV. azoyellow (cone),

fast acid violet R.

nigrosine A.

Khaki shades or halfsilk may be produced under others

with the following combinations

:

I. chrysophenine.

Pluto orange

benzofastred GL or L.

benzofastblue BM or benzofastblack

Farben-

fabriken,

Elberfeld.

Farbwerk Milhlheira

(vorm. A.Leonhardt&Co.)

Farbwerke, HOchst.

Farbeufabi'iken

Elberfeld.
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II. oxydianilyellow 0.

dianilbrown B. D,

dianilazurine

shaded with

:

azoyellow cone, and

patentblue V.

Farbwerke, HOchst.
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Leopold Cassella A Co., Frankfort o. M.
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Kalle & Co., Biebrich o. Rh.

Produced with

:

naphtarainebrown 8 B. . . . 0.225 percent.

naphtamineyellow G 0.8 ,,

chrysophenine G 0.15 ,,

Biebrich patentblack 4 A N. 0.02 „

sulphate of soda Pja oz. per gallon.

Enter at 90° C. and woik for 1 hour at this tempe-

rature.

No. 64.

(Halfsilk.)
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CoiicluNious.

The outcome of the preceeding pages may be summed

up thus

:

On cotton and linen no dyestuff produces shades,

equalling those got with metallic oxides' for fastness to

atmospheric action.

The cheapest materials for chrome-iron khaki are

chromealum, nitrate of iron and pyrolignite of iron.

The use of pure acetates of chromium and iron has

no notable effect on the shade ; the strength of the fabric

however is influenced less favourably, than with the

pyrolignites.

The proper rotation of operations in khaki dyeing is

:

(1). Impregnation with metallic salts.

(2). Fixing with boiling soda.

(3). Washing uud drying.

(4). Steaming lor 1 hour at 15 lbs. pressure.

(5). Aftertreatment with boiling silicate.

(6). Washing and drying.

So-called "fieldgrey" shades cannot be produced with

metallic oxides; wood colors are too fugitive to light;

certain artificial coloring matters, on the contrary, yield
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shades, exceedingly fast to exposui-e, as demonstrated on

cotton by pattern No. 27 and on linen by pattern No. 51.

—

On animal fibre, khaki shades of satisfactory soli-

dity may be got with artificial coloring matters ; thus

patterns No. 54, 56 and 61 stood 40 days exposure

during autumn without perceptible change.

—

LIBR.AR^



Actien-Gesellschaft fur Anilin-Fabrikation, Berlin S0.3B

(THE BERLIN ANILINE CO. LTD.)

Works at BERLIN SO. 36 RUMMELSBURG near Berlin

: GREPPIN near Halle ST. PONS (France)

MOSCOW & LIBAU (Russia).

Manufacturers of all kinds of

Aniline Colours
for Wool, Silk, Cotton, Linen, Jute, etc.

Leather, Furs, Paper, Straw, Pigments, Spirit

Lacquers, Oils, Grease, Wax, etc.

SPECIALITIES

SUBSTANTIVE COTTON DYES. ONE- BATH
COLOURS FOR UNION FABRICS.

COLUMBIA BLACK on cotton
^

most valued

WOOL BLACK on wool ( """logwood"

NEROL, FOR BLACKS ON WOOL, FAST TO WASHING
WITHOUT AFTER-TREATMENT.

I.AIEST NOVELTIES

SULPHUR BLACK, BLUE and BROWN:
for fa.st Blacks, Blues, Drabs, Khakis and Browns on Cotton.

NAPHTOGENE BLUE, developed with BETA-
NAPHTOL: substitute for Indigo on Cotton.

METACHROME COLOURS: forWool, fast to Mining and Light.

INDOCYANINE: Wool Dye. fast to Light, Steaming and Alkalies.

Representatives for the United Kingdom:
HOUSTON & LAURISCH, 26 Princess Street, MANCHESTER.
CLAY tt DUFTON, 9 Charles Street, BRADFORD, Yorks.
R. W. GREEFF & CO., 20 Eastcheap, LONDON EC.
JAMES MILLER, SON & CO , 79 West Nile Street, GLASGOW.

American Branch; BERLIN ANILINE WORKS
213-215 Water Street I24 Pearl Street 122 Walnut Street

NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
CHARLOTTE, N. C. CHICAGO, Illinois CINCINNATI, O.



Leopold Cassella & Co., Aniline DyesMs

Lyons Frankfort-on-the-MaJn Riga

(Germany)

recommend the following colours for

/\tissisc/ic AniliH/arben-
Fabrik Leopold Casselia

& Co , Riga,

The Dyeing of Cotton Piece-Qoods
=^== Immedial Colours: ==^=

Immedial Black pat, Immedial Blue pat., Immedial Sky Blue pat.,

Immedial Direct Blue pat., Immedial Indone pat., Immedial Brown pat.,

Immedial Dark Brown pat., Immedial Cutch pat., Immedial Maroon pat.,

Immedial Yellow pat., Immedial Orange pat., Immedial Bronze pat.,

Immedial Olive pat.

Patented direct dyeing Diamine Colours:
Diamine Scarlet. Diamine Brilliant .Scarlet, Diamine Rose, Diamine Red, O.'sy Diamine Red,

Diamine Fast Red, Diamine P.irpurioe, Diamine Bordeanx, Diamine Heliotrope, Diamine Yellow,
Diamine Orange, Diamine Gold, Diamine Fast Yellow, Diamine Brown, Diamine Cutch, Diamine
Nitrazol Brown, Diamineral Brown, Diamine Calechine, Diamine Blue 3R to 6G, Diamine Sky
Blue, Diamine Brilliant Blue. Diamine New Blue, Diamine Fast Blue, Diamine Azo Blue, Diamine
Steel Blue, Diamine Dark Blue, Diamineral Blue, Oxy Diamine Blue, Diamineral Black, Diamine
Nitrazol Black, Diamine Black, Diamine Beta Black, Diamine Jet Black, Diamine Azo Black,
Diamine Blue Black, Oxy Diamine Blue Black, Oxv Diamine Black, Diamine Milling Black, Dia-
minogene, Oxv Diamiuogene, Diaminogene Blue, Diamine Violet, Oxy Diamine Violet, Diamine
Bronze, Diamine Green, Diamine Dark Green, Diamine Grey etc.^== Basic and Azo Dyestuffs: =^===

Indazine pat., Methvlindone pat., Naphtiudone pat., Metaphenvlene Blue pat. New Me-
thylene Blue pat., Neutral Colours, Thioilavine T pat, New Phosphine G pat, Paraphosphine
pat, Tannin Orange pat. Tannin Heliotrope. Tannin Brown, New Blue, BriUianl Croceine, Iris-

amine pat., Safranine, Eosine, Bismarck Brown, Chr\'Soidine, Cotton Brown, Paranitrauiline,
Nitrazol pat., Azotol pat., Amido Naphtol pat. etc. etc.

'

Special Products for the Dyeing of Khaki Shades on Cotton:
Immedial Brown i,at, Immedial Dark Brown pat, Immedial Cutch pat., Immedial Yellow pat,

Immedial Olive pat.

For Khaki Shades upon Wool:
Anthracene Acid Colours fast to Washing and Milling.

Represented
in the

United
Kingdom

by:

BEVER & WOLF, 46 Vicar Lane, Bradford;
BROWN & FORTH, 32 Queen Street, Albert Square, Manchester;
CHAS. FORTH & SON, 68 North Gate, New Basford, Nottingham;
PRONG, DAVIS & Co., 22 Harp Lane, Great Tower St., London,

E.G., and 33 Newhall St., Birmingham;
DAVID CRAWFORD & Co., 65 Bath Street, Glasgow;

in the U.S. of America and Canada by the: CASSELLA COLOR COM-
PANY, 182 & 184 Front Street, New York;

Australia: J. LEVY-LENNARD, Angel Place, 127 Pitt Street, Sydney;
364 Little Collins Street, Melbourne, London Bank Chambers, Brisbane,
and Parish Street, Wellington, New Zealand.

East Indies: LEOPOLD CASSELLA & Co., Bombay Agency, Apollo Street,
Sirdar's Palace, Bombay.

Samples and prlees sen! on applfcalion lo ang ol these Arms.



Farliiiierbe vorm. Neister Lucius & Brilning

Hochst o. Main.

Makers of:

Aniline Oil & Aniline Salt

Aniline-Resoreine & Naphtalene Dyes
Alizarines

Acids
Technical & Pharmaceutical Products
Indigo

Aarhpn, L. van Erckelens

Barmen, Fr. dc Briinn

liorlin. Rich.Galli, SO. Kbpcnickcrslr. 115

Bri-nu'll, Ueinrich Haijes

Brfslan, S. E. Goldschmidt & Sohn
Cassel. Ed. .\mmelburg & Co, Wehl-

heiden-Cassel

Ciiln, I'hil. Jac. Janson Nachf.

I'otlbus, Roh. Hildebrand
Crefeld. G. Ilcimendahl Nachf.

Crininiilsfhail. Kemple & Schiefer

Darpn. Jul. Hoesch

Ruskiri-iien (Rheinpr.). Fr. Beckers

Forst i. <l. L., Ernst .\ckermann
M.-Gladbach. Emil Harff

(ianimiM'sliacIl (Rheinpr.). Franz Vicbahn
(ironail i. W'.. E. Wienandls
GriinberK i. Schl., .\ug. Hanke
llamhur^, W. Kohnk. Xcucr Wall 55/57
lliilliKivor. C. & G. Schmidt
Hlini|Mil(>tZ (Bohmcn). .\dolf Brock
Lripzig. Ijgenes V'erkaufsburcau I'ackhof-

.-itrasse 11-13 I

Mai'kircb i. E., Jules Fleischmann
MiilliHUKen i. K.. E Bernard & Cie.

Miincbcn :J1. n. Thomann
Miihiliaiisi'ii i. Thiir., E. Reise

Ni'lliiiiinstor j. H., Hermann Gotlschalck

SomnHTfclil N.-L, A. O. Martini

Sliillf;arl. .loscf Lohlc, Stitzenburgstr. 6
(Isiiabriick, .\ug. du Mesnil

Zillaii i. S., Gustav AuRiistin

Xetslal (Cant. Glarus),
J. von .\Iexander

Spclty

Ziirich, J. H. Krahforst

-Vscli i. jjiihm., Carl Wagner
Budapest. AlbrtHhtJemnitz, VI.Mtgasse 38
Kninstadt i. Sichenbiirs., Otto von Roll
(iraz, Eianz Miillcr. Vnlksgartenstr. 4b
I'rap, .\d. Schmidt, lleinrichsgasse 19
UeicbfllbcrK i. Biilini., Eriedr Bablich
KuillbiirK I. Biihill., Ernst Winkler
\Mi'Il. 1 lanz .May, Josefstiidterstr 64
KnpeiibHi.'pii, Emil V. Abrahamsohn
(iotbenburp. Eriedr Oldenburg
<'bristiaiiia. '•. Hartmann
Abo.lFJniand, Wilhelm tjudeke

Bergen i. Norw., Mans Claussen

Mailand, Socicta Italiana Meister Lucius

& Briining, via Monforte 15

New-Vork
Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia. Pa.

Providence. I!. 1.

Chicago. ILL. H A. .\IeU & Co.

Charlotte. S. ('.

.\tlanta. (ia.

Newark, N. .1.

Montreal, Canada ^

London. 5 1 St. M.iry .\xc E C . Meister,

Bradford. -'6 East Parade ( Lucius &
Glasgow, .=1 1 WellingtonStrecti Briining,

Manchester. -'I 'Princess Street' Limited

Briissel, John Claes, 8 Rue Dupont
Verviers, Edouard Rahier

Barcelona. Joaquin Soler & Cie , Plaza

Tetuan No. 1

Madrid, Sobrino de Storch, Canizarcs 3

Tolosa, Pedro Bergol

Lissabon, .\lexandcr Lcuzingcr, Rua dos

Douradores 39
Lodz, Farbwerke vorm. Meister Lucius

.V Briining, Zachodnia 64

Moskan, .\kt,-Ges. d. Moskauer Chcm.
Fabrik

— Farbw vorm, Meister Lucius & Briining

Hon°;konK .

Shanghai ( China Export Import

Hiogo I
&• Bank Co.

Yokohama I

Bombay, Meister Lucius & Briining Ltd..

32 Hornbv-Row
Calcntta, ( Bilhrer & Co
Smyrne. II KShler & Co,

Beyrouth, Weber & Co.

'';'''»'7.
1 stem freres

.\lexandrie 1

Bi.enos-.Xires, Hinderfeld Hoppe & Cia,,

Cuyi) .S2.>

Mexiro. Max Ki'.ppe, .Apartado postal 2645

Brisbane, Carl Zfillcr &• Co , Post ofticc

br,\ 157

Melbourne, Rochusscn Brothers,

305/7 Flinders Lane
Tunis, E, Nunez & Eils

Tripoli, Isach di E. Labi, de Barbaric



BERLIN NW. 87 ^ Engineer

3ronfoundry, BoilcrVorks,

Copper and iiron forge.

Bleachers Machinery.
Gas, Plate and Cylinder Sinfreinsr machines.
Sectional Bleaching Kiers for cotlon-wooi,

hanks, lace, curtains and cloth.

Rope Washing Machines on the simplest
and most perfect principle.

Machinery tor padding, chemising and
souring in the rope, with or without
tension.

Continuous rope Bowking Kiers.
Continuous open-width Bowking Kiers.
Continuous open-width chemising. Souring

and Washing Machinery.
Rope Squeezers with 2 or 3 bowls.
Patent Scutchers and Expanders.
Water Calenders with 2 to 10 bowls.
Electric Bleaching Plant.
Elektrolisers.

Own bleacDind-plant, Dyc-

and TinisMtid Ulorks at

€barlotf«nburfl.

Dyers Machinery.
Jiggers with draw and s.ineezing rollers.

Padding Machines with 2 and 3 bowls.
Continuous open-width Dyebecks for log-

wood greys and blacks, indigo and
aniline-black.

Open-width Souring, acidulating and Wash-
ing Becks with 1—7 compartments.

Open-Soapers with centrifugal sprays and
beaters, 1—5 compartments.

Horizontal and vertical centrifugal Hydro-
Extractors.

Squeezing Calenders.
Horizontal and vertical Cylinder Drying

Ranges — any desii ed number of cylin-
ders, of 500—2.500 mm diameter.

Logwood Grinding and Extracting Plant.
Colourpans, fixed or reversible, with or

without agitators.

Continuous Hanging Plant.
Mercerising Plant.

Hyclranllc NercerlKlngf C'alpndor and Tonterlng- inacUlnc
with patent automatic clips, hot-water washing arrangement and plate face ge;

Printers Machinery.
Beating and Brushing Machinery, with rod-

or belt beaters.
Printing Machines for Surface-rollers, 1—4

colours.

Printing Machines for Copper-rollers, 1— 10

colours.
Drying Chests and Hot-air Drying Plant,

various constructions.
Steaming and Oxydising Plant.
Continuous Steamers.
Forcing machines for copper rollers.

Elektro-Motors with worm and worm-wheel-
gearing.

Steam-Engines, various constructions, for
running printing machines.

Open-Soapers with 2—9 compartments.
Continuous Rope-Soapers and Roller-becks.
Colourpans, single or in sets, with or

without agitators.

Colour Strainers.
Engraving Plant.

ertical or spir,

Finishers Machinery.
starching Machines for tliiu pastes, 2—3

bowls.
Back-finishing Mangles.
Cylinder Drying Ranges, for one or both

bides, any size.

Stenters of all dimension and for all pur-
poses.

"Organdis" Frames,
Hot-flues with horizontal,

movement.
Calenders for all kinds of finishes , 2—10

bowls, any width.
Friction Calenders and Embossing Ma-

chinery.
Beetling Machines, of'

Mangles with hydr
Revolver-Mangles,
Damping Machines on various principles!

Measuring and Folding machines.
Softening-Machines.
Hydraulic Cloth and Packing Presses. A



H. fWRAKERT
Kopenickerstr. 70 A, Berlin SO. 16.

Complete Vertical Cylinder Drying Ranges,
with 12, 16 an<l more c'>linders — made of tinned steelplate, brass or
copper — direct or waste steam — for dryin.:,' hanks, warps, cloth,

velvets, carpets etc. etc.

Feather Drying Machines
rotating or with forks.

Single tinned brats or copper Gv-

llnders for finishing.

Reversible and siaiionarv iadceted Pans

for :ill jiurposes. with or without

airilators.

Dye Kettlei and Indigo Becks.



Society of Chemical Industry in Basle
Works and Head Ol'tice: Baa'ie, Switzerland.

Manufacturers of Aniline Colours
and other Chemical Products.

Anramine (pat.), Rhodamines (pat), Tartrazine, Victoria Bines,

Nightblae, Acid Violets and other Specialities for Wool, Silk and

Cotton Dyeing and Printing, for Jnte, Leather, Paper, Straw etc.

Pyrogene Colours (Snlphnr Dyes) & All Shades

of Direct Dyeing Colours.

Agent
for Lancashire:

George Elwen

47, Faulkner Street

Manchester.

Telegraphic Adress

:

"Elwen, MaQchester".
National Telefone-

No. 119li.

Agent
for Yorkshire:

Harry Heymann

Palmerston Bail

dings, Manor Row
Bradford.

Telegraphic Adress:
„Pyrosene, Bradford".
Telephoue-No. 101.

Agents
for the Midlands:

Lowe, Clayton

& Hicks
28,Laurence Pount-
ney Lane, Cannon
Street, London E.G.

Teleffraphic Adress:
"Crocetiu, Londoji-.

Tel.-No. 514.J. Bank.

Agents

for Scotland and

Ireland:

Arthur&Hlnshaw

88, Cadogan Street

Glasgow.

Telegraphic Adress:
"Hinshaw, Glasgow".

Just published:

Die

Breitbleiche baumwoUener Gewebe
("Open-width bleaching of Cotton fabrics'')

by

Dr. Friedrich Carl Theis.

With 122 illustrations.

M. KRAYN, Steglitzerstrasse 86, BERLIN W. 35
and all booksellers.

Price: 9 sh., bcyund.

The book, which is divided in a mechanical and a chemical part (the

latter containing all recent innovations in the chemistry of bleaching in general),

fully depicts the past development and present stale of open-width bleaching.

Warmly recommended by the "Zeitschrift fiir Farben und Textil-Chemie",

"Chemiker-Zeitung", "Fiirber-Zeituiig", "Textile Recorder" and other.

Equally valuable to Engineers, bleachers and chemists.

—
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^ReadHolliday&Sons,Ltd.|

Works: Huddersfield, England.
Largest Manufacturers of Aniline Oil in the World.

All kinds of Aniline & Naphtaline colors X

for Silk, Wool, Cotton, Linen, Jate, Straw, Leather, Paper etc. |
DIRECT CROSS-DYE COLORS for Cotton: Fast to Milling, Light, Acids and

Alkalies.

TITAN- &, CHLORAZOL COLORS, all shades, direct dyeing for Cotton
and Half-wool : Fast to Acids.

* CHROME BLACKS for Wool: Fast to Milling & Light. - PARANITRANILINE.

One Dip Chrom-Colors for Kbaki-sbades on Wool-Goods

fast to milling and light:

Anthracyle-Chromtjrown
Anthracyle-Chromolive
Anthracyle-Chrozngreen
Anthracyle'Chromhlack
Milling- Yello^v d Milling-Orange
To be dyed with loO'o of Glaubersalt and 3—10" „ of Bisulphate

of Soda, then chromed with 1—3 "/o of Bichrome of potash in

the same bath.

Agent Th. Bang, Leeds. DAHL & CO., BARMEN.

M. Krayn, Veriagsbuchhandiung, Berlin W.

aur sogenaonle
chemisehtm legellerstellunj wasserdichterStof(eu.6ewel)e
"' """"-""

von Or. S. MIERZINSKI.

Mit 29 lllustrationen. -

PrelB br. M. 350, geb. H. 4.50.

InhalUvanelchnli : Kinlciliing. — Vnrbcliandliing der (lowelio — HcrstclluiiK wasserdlchtrr

Ucwclx' iiiiiii'ln Aluminiiiiiiacotat (Hcrstelluii); von Thonvrdcacetal). — D.ia InipraKDicroii der

Oowelii'. — lian Trnikiieii. — Homtcllniii; wasscrdirbter Ciewvliu mittcU Paraflln. — UeraU'lluuK

waHHiTdlchtor ilewebe iiiittcds Ku|>roroxydamuioniak. — HerMlclluii>r wasserdieliter Uewelis

mliudtt Mt'tallnxyden — UcrHtcllunp jfefarbtor wasscrdichtor IJowebe. — Ucr8teUun)$ waeaer-

dlihtiT (;.«.!. I- inill.ls Lfini. Tauuill. Kiisi-kaiW ». durirl. — Hi'r.-lclluiiir von Teerluih.

Die Fachpresse hat dieses Werk durchweg warm empfohlen.



M. KRAYN, Publishing Office

BERLIN W.
publishes annually:

Calendary for Electro-chemists

technical chemists and physics

(for the year) 1903. 7*£ edition.

Editor: Dr. A. NEUBURQER
Editor of the Elektrochemisclie Zeitschrift.

^^^= With many illustrations and tables. =^=^=

Pocket -book -size in elegant binding with a

= supplement (65 sheets) ^='-

PRICE: 4 M. PROSPECTS GRATIS.

Eiektrochemische Zeitschrift.

Paper for

Eleetro-ebemistry, Eleetro-metallnrgy,

eonstruetions or aeeumulators and

GalTanoplastie and Galvanostegy . .

Etablished 1894.

Editor: Dr. A. Neuburger in collaboration

* » with the most prominent capacities. * *

Snbserlptlon rates: In Germany per year: 12 H.

lo all olher eountries 11,40 M. ==
To be obtained by order from any library, post-office

* » * * » * and the publishing office. *^ * « * * *

11
—^ y



M. KRAYN, Verlagsbuchhandlung
BERLIN W.

Als praktisches Hilfs- und Lehrbuch fur Farber und Farberei-
Cliemiker, fiir alle Tcxtil-Industrie-Interessenten, sowie zum Unierrichi
an den Fachschulen, haben sich erwiesen die Werke von

Dr. J. HERZFELD:

Das Farben und Bleichen SM:rae!°'Jc:
im unversponnenen Zustande, als Garn und als Stuckware.

I. TEIL:

Bleichmittel, Beizen u. Farbsiotfe
Eigenschaften, Priifung und praktischa Anwendung.

Zweite ganzlich neu bearbeitete Auflage

von Dr. FELIX SCHNEIDER
Chcniiker umi Lehrer an der preuss. hoheron Fachselmle Tur die Textil-Iudustrie zu Aachen.

Preis br. H. 6. - , geb. H. 7. -

.

Der erste Tell des Werkes bildet ein fiir sich abgeschlossenes W'erk
und werden samtliche Bleichmittel. Beizen, Farbstoffe nach ihrer Bedeu-
tung behandelt. Das Werk ist so abgefasst, dass es dein AnfSnger auf deni

Gebiete der Farberei als Hilfs- und Lehrbuch dienen, dem Praktiker An-
rcgung zu weiterem Forschen geben wird.

Im Laufe des Jatires 1903 erscheint in II. vermehrter u. vcrbesscrter .\uflage der

II. TEIL:

Bleicherei,Wascherei u.Carbonisation
Mit Maschinen-Zeichnungen, Tafeln und Entwiirfen nach verschiedenen

Systemen ausgefCihrter Bleicherei und Appretur-Anstalten.

Der zweite Tell umfasst die Besprechung der Farbstoffe. eingeteilt

in Rote, Blaue, Gelbe und Orange, Grune, Braune und Schwarze Farben.

Die weitere Einteilung ist nach Saure-Farbstoflen, basischen, direkten

und Beiz-FarbstofFen getroflen.

III. TEIL:

Die Praxis der Farberei
von Baumwolle im losen Zustand, im Strang, als Kette, in Copsform und als

Stiu'kwaare; Leinen-, Jute- und Nesselfarberei: Farberei der losen Wolle
und des Wollgarns; Kanirnzugfarberei; Farberei der Streichgarnstotle.

Seidenfsrberel im Strang und im Stuck; Farberei gemischter Gewebe usw.

Unter Berilckslchtlgung der Appretur. — Mit 150 Abbildungen Im Text.

PrelB geb. H. 10.— 1532 Sciten stark). FrOherer Preis M 15 —.

A. W. tUyn't Erben, Berlin nnd Potsdam.
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Thels
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"Khaki" on cotton and other textile material.




